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The past year has been an eventful one with 
many new projects initiated in seemingly 
machine-gun fashion. We trust you'll bear with 
us as we retrench, refrain from new proposals, 
and generally try to solidify what we've already 
done. What follows may proveold hatto many of 
you but it will serve to bring us up to date on the 
various efforts initiated thus far and to get a 
readlng on your reactions to these programs. 

A.R.E.A. 
The Avalon Rellab~lity, Experience, and 

Ability Rating system announced in Yol. 11, No. 
5 is off and winging with approximately 700 
members. Thls total was disappoint~ng but we 
decided to run the service anyway and give it a 
chance to grow. All registered members should 
be In recelpt of the requlred materials by now 
and doubtless many rated matches arecurrently 
underway. If the system catches on we may go 
ahead and sponsor PBM tournaments and 'Top 
20" lists of garners in the GElVERAL based on 
their AREA ratings. See the Reader's Response 
card to register your votes on this matter. 

GENERAL MISCELLANY 
You don't need to be told that we've been 

having trouble getting the GENERAL out on 
time. Each late issue makes it increasingly 
difficult to get the next one done on schedule. 
We haven't been making any headway getting 
caught up so we've finally glven up the ghost 
and swltched to an announced mailing date of 
the end of every second month. This means 
we've lost a month but hopefully gives us a 
schedule we can adhere to. If we can beat the 
system and get them out any faster we'll do so 
but in the meantime you can now consider us 
"on schedule" with our late deliveries. The 
lncreassd size of the magazine and skyrocketing 
postal rates have also forced ustoswitch over to 
a bulk rate mailing system as opposed to our old 
3rd class methods. Be sure to indicate on the 
Reader's Response whether you've noticed any 
appreciable change in delivery times since we 
switched to bulk rate delrvery. Vol. 1 I ,  No. 6 was 
the first issue mailed under this system and 
wasn't delivered to the Post Office until April 
30th. CanadIan and overseas readers are not 
affected by thzs change. 

We are considering allowing pad advertising 
in the GENERAL. We've always rejected this in  
the past because it takes valuable space thatwe 
felt most readers would prefer to see devoted to 
subject matter. Also under consideration is a 
change to a permanent four page colared 
lightweight insert such as in this issue es 
opposed to the old 2 page index stock used in the 
Volume 10 and 1 1 series. It had been thought 
that the latter was better for prlntlng variant 
counters which appear occasionally in  the 
magazine but indications are that many readers 
who util~ze these counters remount them on 
sturdier backing anyway. Again, your chance to 
influence these decisions awatts you on the 
Reader's Response card. 

Many enthusiasts have wondered why, with 
the rebirth of ANZIO and TACTICS 11, we don't 
reissue PBM kits on these games. The answer is 
simple-there's no money in ~ t .  Wlth the 
increased cost of paper, printing, postage and 

labor it simply costs us more to sell one than we j 
charge for it. But again, we've requested your I 

opinion on the Reader's Response to see if j 
sufficient interest is there to 
providing this service. 

ORIGINS I 
Interest continues to grow in the national 

wargamlng convention hers on July 25th- 
27th. Many new dealers have been added torhe 
list of those attending originally announced in 
Vol. 11, No. 6. They include: Imperial Games, 
CONSAD (computes sci-fi), tfousman Asso- 
clates (for Hlppocreme Books), Panzerchiffes, 
Alnavco, Polk's Hobbies, Conquest Games, C.- 
IN-C., Battle Flag, and the C.H. Johnson Co. Pre- 
registrants will not be receiving confirmation 
from us umil they arrive atthe Registration Desk , 
where their names will be properly listed on 
various computer printouts and they can pick up 
their convention programs, badges, etc. JHU will 
confirm room reservations, however. The 85 
double rooms and 56.50 singles cannot be 
reserved for 1 day which is why the registration 
form in Vol. 11, No. 6 listed prices for two days 
only. Parking will not be allowed on campus lots 
until after 5 PM Friday sothosearrivingfor4PM 
registration must park off-campus. A map of the 
campus area has been printed In this Issue to 
familiarize convention attendees with the area 
beforehand. 

GAMES '75 
Work on new releases for 1975 has been 

slown appreciably by the enormous amount of 
work we've had to put into ORIGINS 1. If thetruth 
be known, the convention hasprobably cost us a 
fifth title for fall release. However, we are 
proceeding with an Ancient gams based on the 
Roman Legion from Caesar to Vespasianus. It 
WIII be a strategic game borrowing heavily from 
the 1776 game system but requiring not nearly 
as much time to play. A fourth game, yet 
untitled, based on sailing ships of the late 18th 
and 19th century will be our last mail order item 
for the coming year. All of which leaves us in a 
quandary as towhat to do with the El~te Clubthis 
year. Those already belonging to the Elite Club 
are not affected butthose who missed out on the 
deal last year are still seeking admission. We 
won't make the deal as attractive thisyear as we 
did for the introductory offer In 1974. It will 
probably amount to qualifying for the Elite Club 
Ilfetlme $1 discount on mail order only games 
plus free postage in return for purchasing all 
four new titles. Again-a question to determine 
your interest has been provided on the Reader's 
Response card. 

Vol. 11, No. 6 bounced back with a pretty 
goad showing on a 2.88 rating-good enough to ' 
be the sixth best effort in  the last two years. We 
think the Vol. 1 2 series will be a considerable 
improvement due tosome outstanding contribu- 
tions by various members of our literary staff. 
The Best Article ratings of the first 200 random 
replies gave us our 1200 point maximum , 

scoring tally as follows: 

A.H. PHILOSOPHY. . . . .Continued on Page 15 I 
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Those wargamers who have had the fortunate 
experience of playing 1776 will have undoubtedly 
noticed that it is a unique game. The 1776 game 
system introduces many innovations and represents 
a sound advance in the art of wargame design. The 
Campaign Simulation Game is quite an experience 
and has the potential of becoming one of the 
classics. 

1776 succeeds very well as a simulation of the 
Revolutionary War. The War for lndependence was 
essentially a guerrilla war. Players that lose sight of 
this will find the game rough going. British play is 
chnracterired by dellberate subjugation of a region 
and the reduction of the American ability tocreate 
troops. The American player must necessarily avoid 
major combat while attempting to hold on to as 
much area as he can, 

1776 is an excellent blend of strategy and tactics. 
A well conceived and flexible strategic plan is 
esstntial in this game. The game mechanics allow 
considerable room for gamesmanship between the 
two opponents. The nature of combat creates a 
tactical flavor during many engagements. There isa 
lot of room for the 'Yeel" and personaiity of the 
phyers in 1776. 

There is a tendency after playing a new game 
once tostart analyzing who holds theadvantage and 
how to win. Most of the people I know seem to feel 
that the British havea decided edge in the Campaign 
Simulation Game. They seem to  trip over their 
muskets in their haste to sit down on the British side 
of the board. There is a myth that the "Americans 
don't stand a chance". This just isn't so. The British 
possibly have an advantage the first couple of times 
that the game is played between inexperienced 
players. After that, however, the game is about even 
with the Americans possibly holding a slight edge. 

The following pages will be devoted toanalyzing 
and playing 1776. The emphasis will be placed on 
playing and winning with the Americans. This will 
include the development and implementation of a 
sound American strategic plan. 

Analysis of the victory conditionsshows that the 
British must gain control of 20 or more strategic 
towns to win. Since there are only 22 of these towns, 
the British must virtually conquer the entire board. 

Examining the starting positions reveals that the 
Redcoats control only Boston. Clearly, the basic 
British strategy will be the expansion of control 
from the coastal ports to whole areas of the colonies. 
American strategy, in fundamental terms, becomes 
one of containing British expansion while minimiz- 
ing the risk to the small Continental Army forces. 
This sounds easy enough but it is a bit more difficult 
to accomplish. 

Since 1776 is essentially a guerrilla warfare 
game, there are no rigid front lines. Actions usually 
center around major forces contesting a strategic 
town hex. There are likely to be several of these 
actions going on simultaneously at different places 
on the board. There may k some fluid fronts in 
areas more or less controlled by both players. Many 
of the strategies used in other games will not apply 
here. Players will have to develop new ones. 

TERRAIN 
An elementary knowledge of early American 

geography should suffice for appreciating the sound 
simulation of the terrain and scope of the playing 
board. The entire East edge borders on the sea and 
the majority of the interior is mountainous. The 
British have the capability to transport large 
numbers of troops up and down the coast and even 
along some of the larger rivers. Key coastal cities 
such as New York, Philadelphia, Norfolk and 
Charleston are particularly vulnerable from the sea. 
The American Army usually finds itself in a 
defensive posture &tween thecoast and the interior. 
Time-distance factors prevent any rapid overland 
deployment of troops. Thus, the American player 
must allocate his forces carefully and retainas much 
mobility as possible. He should always leave open 
the option of withdrawing into the interior if the 
going gets too rough. 

The board is divided into four areas. each 
containing 5 or 6 strategic towns. Much of thegame 
centers around controlling these towns and particu- 
larly an entire area. 

New England is the most valuable area to the 
Americans but is also the most difficult to defend. 
This is because all of the strategic towns, except 
perhaps Norwich, areeasily accessible to the British. 

American forces there are vulnerable to naval 
landings and a flanking move along the Hudson 
Valley. The relative proximity of the strategic towns 
makes New England easy for the British to defend 
once captured. 

The Middle States are the second most valuable 
area in terms of troop production. Thisarea is really 
the key to the game. Possession of the Middle Slates 
should leave the British player in an excellent 
strategic position. Interestingly enough, the Middle 
States are also the most difficult area for the British 
to capture and hold. This area has the roughest 
overall terrain and the strategic towns are well 
dispersed. This makes it very difficult forthe British 
to drive on all of the strategic towns simultaneously. 
The enemy columns normally are not mutally 
supporting. The American forces can use their 
superior mobility to maneuver between towns and 
will likely keep one or two of them free of British 
control. 

The South Central area is usually a rear area for 
the Americans, and a good source of troops and 
supplies. The key town is Alexandria. The Ameri- 
can north-south line of communications passes 
through here. Curiously enough, few British players 
launch major drives in this area, particularly during 
the first year. American forces can converge on 
Virginia from the Middle States and the Carolinas 
in the event of a British drive in the South Central 
area. 

The Deep South can be a tough area for the 
British. I t  is a long way from the main front and is 
not extremely valuable to the Americans. There is a 
lot of territory to cover and a large number ofgritty 
American militia to  fight. The British may well be 
content to grab Charleston. The Americans should 
concentrate on holding Hillsboro and moving newly 
created forces northward. 

ORDER OF BATTLE 
The American player is likely to feel that he got 

the short end of the order of battle in this game. The 
chart below shows the approximate number of 
available forces during the first year. These figures 
represent the probable number offactors available 
but do not include estimated losses. 
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The above chart assumes British control of New 
England by the end of September. Militia is of oldy 
marginal value in an area in which no significant 
action is taking place. The British forms are easily 
concentrated while some of the Americans are 
spread out and must be assembled. Also, winter 
reduction hits the Americans hard at the end of the 
year. 

The British should significantly outnumber the 
Americans from about mid 1776 until the French 
arrive. The Americans just have to live with this. 
Actually, this is typical of a guerrilla war, The 
British need much larger forces to drive forward 
while attempting to engage an elusive enemy and 
protect their rear. Properly used, the Americans 
have sufficient forces to accomplish their objectives. 

The British receive steady reinforcements 
throughout the first year. They will have a 
maximum force of 99 regulars by November. It is 
this force that will win or lose the game for the 
British. They receive a small quarterly replacement 
rate starting in 1777 of anywhere from 2 to 6factors 
per turn with a maximum of 18 factors per year. 
Despite this large army the British cannot afford too 
many casualties. Subjugating the entire board will 
put a heavy strain on the Crown's Army. 

The Americans start the game with the main 
army near Boston and some scattered militia 
around the Colonies. The Americans receive 
quarterly reinforcements but these originate in a 
totally different manner than British reinforce 
ments. These troops arrive as the quarterly 
allmation for each of the four areas. The important 
point here is that these allocations are dependent 
upon the status of each area (see area status chart 
below). Obviously, the American order of battle is 
closely tied to the game situation. (It always seems 
easier to recruit troops when things are going well.) 
American supply unit arrivals also depend on area 
status. 

Assembling American troops from all over the 
Colonies quickly and with minimum losses is 
essential to the war effort. I refer to this whole 
operation as the American supply line. Normally, 
the supply line runs from the Carolinas through the 
South Central area and up into New York or 
Albany. The two biggest threats to this supply line 
are British naval movements and the Tory Militia. 
The naval threat can be minimized by staying a safe 
distance inland. It is helpful to have control of the 
Atexandria-Baltimore region. The Tory Militia 
tends to  be the strongest in the areas through which 
your supply line passes. Nothing is more discourag- 
ing than to have a fresh group of reinforcements 
bushwacked by a roving band of Tories. Tory 
Militia units are expendable to the British so he may 
not hesitate to  attack you. There are several things 
which can be done to counter the Tories. Militia 
should "escort" American regulars to absorb 
casualties. A supply unit should accompany the 
American reserve force. The Tories will almost 
always be unsupplied. This will, in effect. double 
your force. If your forces are small, they should be 
accumulated until enough can move out in safety. 
At times the American supply line can seem like 
convoys crossing a U-boat infested Atlantic. These 
tactics are applicable any time that small forces are 
moving around in the rear. 

When the British enter an area the emphasis 
shifts to  contesting British control of the area. The 
higher numbers of Rebel Militia can be throwninto 
the battle to attrite the British regulars. This is a 
particularly good tactic during the last turn of a 
quarter as militia are easily replaced during the 
interphase. This is one reason why a British player 
may be reluctant to enter unless he plans to conquer 
the entire area. There is another school of thought 
on this subject. Some British players take selected 
ports, such as Norfolk and Charleston, without 
pursuing further operations in those areas. The 

Thc Arca Statw Char1 1s a new concept in mrnwlation pmcs brought on by thc lnterm~xing of a hex gnd and area quallfitm 

objective is to reduce CA and supply allocationsand 
to maintain a base of operations. The tradeoff is the 
high Rebel to Tory Militia ratio. The Americans 
should attack these enclaves with militia if possible. 
The British will have to maintain a sizable garrison 
to prevent attrition. 

Positioning of units at  the end of a quarter is 
important. Placement of a CA factor could change 
your allocation for the upcoming interphase. Good 
positioning at the end of December will minimize 
reduction losses. If redistribution of some militia in 
an area is desired, they can be moved out of the area. 
When the militia totals are readjusted they can then 
be brought back into play where desired. If the 
British control an area the minimum rebel alloca- 
tion should be moved back into the area. Although 
no more troops can be brought on in this area, these 
militia factors may remain. 

The strategy of optimizing American allocation, 
their placement, and their movement to the front is a 
very important aspect of 1776. The first step, of 
course, is to keep open as many arena as possiblefor 
the quarterly interphase. It  should be noted that 
havi y but one open strategic town is sufficient to 
get most of your allocationsforan area. Often times 
the American player can retakeastrategictawn and 
reopen an area just before an interphase. The 
recapturing force can then be immediately rein- 
forced and will constitute a major threat to the 
British in that area. Note that the British cannot 
control New England or the Middle States unless 
they control both Montreal and Quebec. 

Players should study the area status chart 
carefully. Many times this chart will have a 
significant effect on strategy, particularly just before 
an  interphase. Several important observations 
concerning this chart are noted below. Continental 
Army Regular allocations are at a maximum only 
when the British do not control any strategic towns 
in an area. If the British control some towns it is a 
good idea to have at least one CA factor in the area. 
The Rebel Mil~tia allocations increase rather 
sharply when the British move into an area. The 
Tory Militia allocations drop off when the British 
enter an area. This results in a somewhat ironic 
situation for the British but a beneficial one for the 
Americans. The ratio of Rebel Militia to Tories isat 
a maximum when the British are attemptrng to seize 
control of an area. 

Placement of American allmations is one of the 
"little details" of the game that demands attention. 
Two important points to beep in mind during 
placement are: 
1 .  the British move next, and 
2. the Tories are placing after you. 
Whenever possible the American player should 
avoid placing units where they can be attacked at 
good odds. Remember that you may place units 
within one hex of any uncontrolled strategic town. 

CAREGULARS I 
The Continental Army Regulars are the back- 

bone of the American army. They constitute the 
bulk of what 1 refer to as the main forces. LargeCA 
forces will be found in nearly all ofthe major battles 
fought during the war. Strategy will be greatly 
influenced by the number of available CA factors. 

Creation of new regular troops depends on area 
status. Unlike rebel militia they can beaccumulated 
from quarter to quarter. The American player 
should strive to build up and maintain a strong 
regular force. Be careful not to prematurely commit 
a major CA force against a superior British army 
early in the war. Typically, one major force up north 
will be watching the British while another one is 
assembling further south, Winter reduction will 
keep the Continental Army from getting too large 
but good play should enable the American player to 
field a good size army by spring. 
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It e tht beginning of an Interphase(Arca Slatua E). British will 
bring on 6TM; US - 3 CA & 6 RM. Placement of the reinforcements 
In EEE-36 rathcr than Albany pnvcnta a Brit~ah attack on the foiw 
next turn The militla ractor on Ft Dayton kto prepareadelayingor 
delcnakrc poeition. The placement oCRcbel Militia lactols~n Albany. 
Ticonderoga and Fort Stanwix prevent Tory placement in them 
townu. Normally,Tory M~l~t iaarc placcdina British wmrollcd town. 

If none are available then they may be placed In any strategic town 
nor occupid by Amtficsn units. With any *luck" at all the T o m  
might end up in Wyoming! Becaraful to leaveanout ofthe way town 
for the Tories to placc. When thc British control all of the slratcgic 
towns In either New Engknd or the M~ddle States but not Montreal 
and Quebec. tht Americans gct a break. They m y  plais thtit 
allocat~ons adjacent to onl. strategic town rn the area. 

Quebec from the Lakes region, They can act as 
ferries at  such places as 00-30 to PP-3 1 and XX-37 
to XX-38. A batmu may be built on a hex by a 
supply unit or a magazine that doesn't perform any 
other function during that turn. The American 
magazine at Montreal could break down into a 
supply unit and three bateau counters. Bateaux 
can always be destroyed if in danger of being 
captured. 

its percentage ones. The game or battle situation 
should determine to a large entent how much of a 
risk one is willing to take. 

The Withdrawal card is a key selection. It can 
allow a weaker force to disengage from a battle. 
Unfortunately, the s u w s s  of this play depends on 
your opponent not expecting a withdrawal. The 
consequenoes of an unsuccessful withdrawal are 
pretty grim. A Withdrawal card is normally played 
by gomeone who is losing a battle or finds himself in 
a battle that he does not really want to fight. This 
usually applies to the American player. Many times 
the American strategy is toavoid combat if possible. 
The timing of a withdrawal attempt is very 
important. An opponent that is expecting a 
withdrawal is likely to be playing a lot of Frontal 
Assaults. You can burn him with a few Enfilades 
while hoping for a No Effect roll on the CRT. When 
the time is right, slip in a Withdrawal card. 

SPECIAL RULES 
The following section will examine four major 

rule subsystems. These are the Combat System, 
Seapower, Winter rules and French Intervention. 
Each of these will be discussed in some detail and 
integrated into the American strategy. 

COMBAT SYSTEM 
The Combat System is the most intriguing 

innovation of 1776. The Tactical Results Matrix, 
multiple combat and the unique Combat Results 
Table add immeasurably to the game. Battles can 
have a far greater variety of outcomes than in other 
games. This is largely due to the Tactical Results 
Matrix and multiple combat. Few battles can be 
taken for granted, The structure of the CRT results 
in relatively light losses at low odds. Decisive 
combat usually takes several rounds. On many 
occasions the battle wiH be broken off before 
decisive combat can occur, 

The Tactical Results Matrix provides a chance 
to outguess your opponent and get an "edge" in the 
upcoming roll. It provides for a little psychological 
confrontation with your opponent such as in 
Footboll Stmtt-gv+ The TRM has its risky plays and 

A Recon in Farce is a good card to play because 
it covers both an Enfilade and a Withdrawal. There 
is virtually no end to this "double thinking" when 
playing the TRM. Players should try to vary their 
play so as to keep their opponents off balance. There 
are normally 5 or 5 big battles in a game. A player 
that can "get up" for the big ones will be a step 
ahead. 

The first impression that one might get from the 
Combat Results Table is that either big odds or a 
large advantage on the die roll is needed to eliminate 
the enemy. This may generally be true but is not 
always the case. The 1-1 column shows an almost 
symmetric distribution of results and a No Effect. 
Two large forces could go at  it for several rolls 
before someone gains the upper hand. A slightly 
larger force can attrition a weaker force to a point 

The British farce n St. Johns can load into thc%ux, mow 
down Lake Champlain. and dwrnbark at Tlcondcroga They should 
beablt lo  dctml tht Sarnvon there and mpture the strdte&ic town. 
Th~s lb a move that would not have k n  poasiblc without the 
increayed mobility or the butedux. The bateaux could also bt  u~cd as 
lcrrtea to cross Lnkt Champkin an thc Follow~ng turn, 
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-where the odds will change. This snowballing effect Any combat unit can prevent bateau movement 
mn change a relatively even battle into a decisive along class 1 or 2 river hexsides by being on one of 

-8~iictory In I776 it ,is always a good idea to have a the adjacent hexes. 
couple of extra factors in a battle. 

, The combat table also has a 3-2 column. Don't 
snicker at the new boy on the block. A 3-2attack isa WINTER RULES 
strong one in 1776. Only a I or 2 roll will hurt the The Winter Restriction rules generally favor the 
attacker while a 6 is a big victory. One may ask why American player. Thls is primarily because little 
a No Effect hurts the attacker. The primary reason campaigning is done during the winter, particularly 
for attackkng in 1776 is to eliminate units. It stands in the north. Movement is slow abd forced marches 
to reason that if you get 3-2 odds and do not kill are impossible. Decisive combat is difficult to 
anyone, you have let the cat out of the bag. achieve and automatic eliminations are not allowed. 

A 2-1 attack is sufficient to win most battles. All of which means that the Americans can easily 
Players may wish to know what constitutes a safe keep the British at bay during the winter. Several 
attack tn this game. 3-1 is a pretty cozy attack, but a well placed units can hold up a British army all 
2 1  is not bad. Combat can always be broken off if winter. The American player should use the winter 
the battle starts going against you. As long as you lull to build up his forces and reposition them for the 
have more strength points, the defender will haveto upcoming campaign. 
attack at 1-2 if he elects to continue combat. The An interesting tactic evolves from the winter 
piuses and minuses from the TRM, entrenchments, rules. I call this "winter jumplspring lag". The 
artillery, etc. should be kept in mind. A change of winter jump refers to the American capability to 
-one to the die roll is roughly equivalent to changing move away from the British on their December turn. 
the odds by a column. The British will only be able to move three on their 

The American player should be wellaware of the January turn. Thls is a good opportunity for 
possible odds that the British can obtain when infiltration or even a withdrawal. The American 
positioning his units. Do not forget the possibility of force can stay ahead of the British all winter and 
forced marches. Generally speaking, a force should possibly retake a strategic town. Unfortunately, life 
move away if the British can get 3-2 odds or better. is not all roses. The opposite happens in March. The 
Olf course, if you are entrenched the3-2 isvirtually a Americans can only move four on their March turn 
1-1. A 1-1 battle puts the Americans in a good whereas the British can move seven in April. This is 
-tactical position. The British player wiH probably be known as spring lag. Be careful not to get troops 
interested in killing the Americanforce. A No Effect trapped in this manner. 
or a Withdrawal is often equivalent to an American The Winter Reduction rules are certainly not 
victory. Sometimes you will beable toanticipate the loved by the American player. This is a realistic rule 

' British intentiom and win the battle. Generally, the tbat reflects the diFficulty of maintaining an 
Americans should avoid attacking at odds less than American army during the Revolution. The 
2-1 unless there is a good reason. One such reason American player has to incorporate this yearly 
might be therewpture of a strategic townjust before attrition into his overall strategy. Winter reduction 
the quarterly interphase. is really not as bad as it appears. The reduction 

occurs kfore the winter interphase. Thus you have 
two interphases with which to rebuild your army. 

* SEAPOWER The American army can be just hanging on in 
Seapower is a major factor in 1776. It is one of December but can be ready for action by April. 

the major advantages for the British. The British Naturally, winterreductioncan kminimized by 
player has naval supremacy until French entry. He holding onto areas. If area status cannot be 
can Land troops at wiIl anywhere along the coast. improved, the next best strategy is to move the 
This is a powerful strategic capability-one that American regulars to a safer area. For example, the 
cannot be taken lightly by the American player. A British control New England and partially control 
British force could sail from Newport on one turn the Middle States. 11 is safe to say that 
and land in Charleston the following turn. In fact, moverneht of regulan from New England to the 
one strategic British plan 1 know advocates Middle States will cut American reduction losses 
transferring the main British army to the Deep from 75% to 50%. If this is not possible, or desirable, 
South early in 1776. The British can overrun the then you should strive to optimize the number of 
south before the American army up north can react. CA factors in each area. Since reduction factors are 
Such key coastal cities as New York, Philadelphia rounded down you can often gain from an odd 
and Charleston can be seized easily from the sea. distribution. In theaboveexample an 8 factor force 
Alexandria, an important town along the American in New England will lose 6 factors. By movingjust I 
supply line, is vulnerable to a naval landing. factor to the Middle States, losses will be cut to 5 
Another tactic the American player should guard factors. 
against is the capability of British transports to sail 
up class 2 rivers. Beware of British attempts to grab a strategic 

town in an  open area just before winter. This 
There are several things that the American represents a sneaky way of increasing your winter 

player can do to counter the British naval threat. reduction rate. It will also reduce CA allocation for 
Tbe first one is to be aware of all ofthe British naval the interphase. Good targets are such strategic 
capabilities. The locations of the British naval units towns as Norfolk and Savannah. The American CA 
should be checked each turn to ascertain what factors tend to become a bit more "expendable" in 
possible naval operations can be executed. The size December. You may wish to take a calculated risk 
and possible locations of arriving British reinforce- with afew of them. About half of themwill probably 
rnents should be carefully noted. The Americans be eliminated anyway. 
should maintain a defensive position &tween the 
coast and the mountains. They should keep a 
withdrawal route open so that their forces will not FRENCH INTERVENTION 
be trapped by a flanking naval landing. There is not French entry can definitely tip thescales in favor 
a lot you can do to restrict the British naval of the Americans if the game is fairly close. The 
movement until the French fleet arrives. It's a lot French forces are not necessarily salvation. The 
like Allied air power in D-Day-you will just have Americans must fight the first 2% years of this war 
to live with it. A supplied artillery unit in a fort can without French help. Early in 1778 is usually about 
prevent British naval movement up class 2 rivers. the right time to start planningforthe Frenchentry. 
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It is important to  keep in mind that the British can 
reduce the probability of entry each turn by 
controIling areas. 

British naval supremacy vanishes when the 
French navy appears. The French army is relatively 
smalI but its employment can be devastating. They 
can be landed anywhere along the coast, particular- 
ly behind British lines. The key point is that these 
small forces can reopen areas and suddenly an 
American army appears deep in the Britlsh rear. 1 
have seen one game where the French retook both 
New York and Boston in the same turn. On the next 
20 rebel factors appeared in these towns. 
The British can counter this threat only by 
maintaining large garrison forces in their rear. An 
example of effective French employment is shown 
in the diagram below. 

trench forces retake both Ncw York and Hartford. This reopens 
the% areas, allowlng the Amerll-ans to b r ~ n g  o n  allocations therc 
during the rnlerphase. 

The French navy will make it difficult for the 
British to  transport troops by sea. The British will 
likely escort their transports with several battle 
fleets. The American player should be careful not to  
risk the French fleets unnecessarily. The French 
must withdraw their forces from North America if 
more than one of their fleets are sunk. The French 
fleets give the Americans the capability to transfer 
troops along the coast. This will add greatly to  the 
strategic mobility of the American forces. 

1 he French forces add some badly needed 
artillery and supply units to  the war effort, The 
artillery can be particularly useful in any upcoming 
offensives. The French movement rate is less than 
the American's so  try to employ them where less 
mobility is required. The French units cannot be 
replaced nor d o  they suffer winter reduction. The 
French should be employed with some American 
units so  as to  minimize French casualties. When the 
French variable force enters, the American player 
should land the troops as soonas possible. This way 
they will not have to  withdraw ifthe fleet is  required 
to  withdraw. 

AUTOMATIC ELIMINATION 
The American player probably will not get much 

of an. opportunity to  use the automatic victory rule 
in 1776. What the Americans are interested in is 
minimizing the number and effects of British 
automatic eliminations. Many times during the 
game it will become necessary to delay a Br~tish 
drive. This cannot be done effectively if the British 
can get a n  automatic victory using only a few of 
their factors. These factors may move on with only a 
two movement point delay and the rest of the force 
is not delayed a t  all. The trick is to  defend where a n  
automatic elimination is ~mpossible. Such places 
include forts, entrenchments, and anywhere during 
winter turns. The &st units to use for such delays 
are militia. If a n  au tomat~c  victory cannot be 

prevented cheaply, it must be decided whether or  
not the delay is really necessary. 

OPTIONAL RULES PACKAGE 
FORCED MARCHES 

The forced march is one of the most interesting 
and realistic innovations in 1776. 1 would highly 
recommend using it. Forced marches can have a 
significant effect on  the play of the game. I776 is the 
first Avalon Hill game in which a unit can move 
more than its basic allowance. Curiously enough, 
both sides can make good use of forced marches. 
The idea is the same, usually to get additional troops 
to a key battle. These forces can often raise the odds 
of a battle. Forced marches are also a good way of 
getting a n  extra hex or  two a turn from a force 
moving cross country. Losing units is not of concern 
until a forced match of four or more hexes is 
attempted. A word of caution is advisable here. 
Unless you are attempting to force march a n  
expendable force or it is an emergency, remember to 
allow room for the units to  expend all of their 
possible forced march allotment. Units that cannot 
physically expend the spec~fied number of move- 
ment points are elirnlnated. 

By now you must be convinced that forced 
marches are really great. They can be very useful but 
there are certain drawbacks. First, supply units 
cannot force march. That means that if a supply unit 
is not gotten to  a battle, all of the forced march units 
will be fighting at half value. Another mistake is to  
force march a stack of troops and leave the supply 
and artillery units behind. Oftentimes this exposes 

these units to  easy capture. Your forces may risk 
being separated after a n  unsuccessful forced march 
attempt. In many cases these separated forces can be 
attacked effectively by the enemy. 

Another tactic to  improve the chances of a 
successful forced march is s~mply attempting two 
separate forced marches to the same hex. Ofcourse. 
they must originatefromdifferent hexes. This might 
be tried if either force gives enough factors for the 
battle. The diagram below shows a n  example of 
forced march usage. 

INVERTED ANT) DECOY COUNTERS 
This is another one of the fine innovations of 

1776. It adds a little secrecy and uncertainty ta  the 
game. This is very realistic considering the nature of 
the game and that of warfare two centuries ago. 
Players should keep in mind that use of this rule will 
slgnlficantly add to  the tlme and effort needed to 
play a game. The Campalgn game is fine without 
this rule but it is interest~ng to use it on occasion. 

The Americans get most of the advantages from 
this rule. The American pIayer now has another 
means of tying up British troops and keeping the 
British player off balance. Feints with mostly decoy 
counters can keep the Britlsh busy. Occasionally, 
the Americans can launch a real raid in a n  attempt 
to  catch the Brit~sh napping or  just to  keep him 
honest. A stack of inverted counters will likely cause 
a British overcommitment. Sometimes he will 
attack a stack but fall short of the desired combat 
odds. This Ieads to  a lot of reconnaissance work 
particularly for the British. This will normally 
consist of sending a militia factor to  "check out" an 

I I!; 
I1 1% the Arner~can turn.Junc 1777 Thc British controlthe Deep H ro and probably rcopcnlng the B e p  South The rcmalnder 

South. T w o  faclors move to UU) and attempt a Forccd March of I cnlrcncha in C b r l ~ l t h ~ i l l e .  
hex lo  H~llsboro These lorccs h a w  a 6741, chance of gelting to 



can recon up to 13 hexes away. Do not k 
into a false sense of security just because your 

y is added primarily for 
al purposes. It has very 
only has a 1m chance of 
British transport for a 

good as 5 or 6 towns. An area only partially 
controlled by the British will produce a large 
number of rebel militia. As long as an area is kept 
open it will tie down British rroops which could be 
used elsewhere. Another point to remember is that 
the number of controkrl areas in 1778 can 
significantly affect the chances of French entry. 

Maintaining an effective army is very basic 
': military doctrine. The objective of holding areas will 
' become impossible if the American forces are 

smashed early in the game. The strategy of heping 
. areas o F n  while maintaining an intact army is a 

difficult one. That may be why so many inexperi- 
enced players believe the British have a big 
advantage in 1776. Yet, this is the essence of the 

game for the American player. He will find 1776 to 
bea  game of finesse, patience and determination. A 
good American player will keep hanging in there 
and eventually emerge victorious. 

The American Army must avoid a decisive battle 
with the British except on favorable terms. The 
quickest way to lose the game is to have Washing- 
ton's Army march out and do battle with the main 
British Army during the first year. I have heard this 
strategy described as  the "Worcester Plan". This 
involves a showdown with the British on the plains 
of New EngIand in mid 1776. This strategy will 
almost invariably result in the demise of the 
American Army and the rapid Britishabsorption of 
the northern half of the board. The Americanforces 
must bide their time. Early in the war the American 
player should concentrate on building up his forces. 
Efforts should be made to threaten premature 
British advances and the enemy rear. Later in 1777 
or when the French arrive is a better time for 
major engagements. One might arguethat one of 
the basic principles of strategy is the destruction of 
the enemy armed forces. This is true but the 
Americans do not possess thiscapability early in the 
war if the British player is the least bit competent. 
The Americans must gradually wear the British 
down and spread them thin. 
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September, 1776 is the last turn before the 
quarterly interphase. A lot of strategy in this game 
centers around the turns preceding a n  interphas. 
Indeed, the very lifeblood of the American army is 
in the quarterly troop allocations. The first point to 
look at is the possibility of improving the status of 
an area. Clearly, there is little that can be done about 
the British presence in New York. The chances of 
reopening New England look a bit more promising. 
These possibilities center around the main force on 
GGG39 which is well positioned. Obviously, the 
strategic town of Springfield can be retaken. This 
may not 6e very wise, however, since both the main 
British force adjacent to Springfield and the force in 
New York can counterattack at good odds. (The 
troops in New York are transported to New Haven 
by sea and then move inland to Springfield.) 

Another possibility is to attack Norwich. This is 
a fairly safe move because it places your force just 
out of the range of the main British force. Note that 
you can only get a 2-1 against the British at  
Norwich. Normally, a 2-1 is a relatively safe attack 
but there is the possibility of gettinga termination of 
combat result before eliminating all of the British 
garrison. Remember that a lone factor of British 
regulars cancontrol a strategic town r e ~ r d l a s  
of the presence of American troops. It Is almost 
axiomatic that when the Americans commit a main 

I M P ~ ~ ~ E N T A T I O N  OF AMERICAN force toan attack, particularly earlyinthewar,they 

STRATEGY need to win that attack. A closer look at  the 

The essence of Amerjcan defense is the inability situation reveals that the odds may be r a k d  to 3-1 
by force marching the militia unit on HHH37 to of the British to bring the American A m y  to battle 
NOrWich. It  can move to KKK41 and attempt to unless the American player wishes to engage. This is 
force march one hex, This gives a 2,3 chance similar to the strategy used by the Russians against 

Napoleon in 1812. The American will success which would raise the odds f o  3-1. 
A force march could also beused totakeBoston. normally be able to choose the time and place of a 

Move a small force, say I CAand RM factors, to major engagement. Thereare three basic reasonsfor 
this American advantage. HHH45. They have an even chance of force 

1, Superior American mobility. marching 2 hexes and ptobably retaking Boston. It 

2. The size of areas and the fact that the Americans is only necessary to eliminate the British unit t a  

need really only hold one strategic town in an  area. reopen Boston; are not required have any 
3. The lack of well defined fronts. factors remaining. The main British force could 

move to HHH46and blockade Bostonon theirturn. These American advantages should be exploited to 
However, this would tie up a ,arp portion of this the fullest in a good defense. 

implementation of American strategy general[y for the better part a quarter. The trick in 
includes good positioning, an  elastic mobile a strategic is that a Or 

defense, delay, threats, raids, infiltration, deception, force can "grow" to factors Or during the 
maintaining retreat routes, a sound supply line, interphase+ 
spreading the British thin and forcing overcommit- Another possibility ia to launch a raid on 

merit, advanced planning, and courage. The Montreal. The troops in Ticonderoga can load into 

ones are position and mobility. Properly done, an the bateau7 Lake Champ1ain1 and 
disembark at  Montreal (exactly I5 hexsides). The American force can often check an enemy force 20r  
bateau mn bypass the British units because of the 3 times its aize. 

To some these points of play class 3 h k e  hexside. Note that a Britishcombat unit 
us take a look at a hypothetical situation in the On PPP37 prevent this Retaking 
north during owning year of the war. The Montreal would mean that the British no longer 

British are attempting to consolidate New England cOnttM Iew The Americans then 
and prepare for a drive into the Middle States. The receive quarterly allocations for New England. 

Americans are outnumbered by about 3 to I andare These forces "'ld be adjacent any 
trying to &=kthe Britigh drjves, The situation strategic town hex in New England. The preoeding 

be primarily examined as if it was the American examples should give some insight into reopening 
September, ,476 turn. The situation will also be areas. gettingmore and k e ~ i n g  
loohd  a t  from August, 1776 and December, 1776 the British player in his rear pay rich 

viewpoints. dividends. 
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The next question to consider is what course of 
action to take if there is not much hope of reopening 
an area. Let us assume that half of the Br~tish main 
force had moved to GGG41 and that FFF40 was 
blocked. In this case the main American force may 
wish td withdraw. You should leave at least the 
minimum number of rebeE militia in New England. 
They may remain in the area even if the British 
control all of New England. The important 
considerations when withdrawing are to keep the 
main force intact, delay the British advance. 
preserve an avenue of withdrawal, and present some 
threat to the British position. A good American 
player will plan his defensive positions and delay 
actions several turns in advance. In  this situation 
Albany has been held a s  a main defensive position. 
The main force plus a few additional factors from 
Ticonderoga could withdraw into Albany. You 
have probably noticed by now that the main force 
can reach Albany next turn. Although they will 
outnumber the American defenders by almost 2-1. 
the best odds that they will be able to attain are 3-2, 
subrrucr 2from rhe d ~ e  roll. The -2 from the die roll 
is for the artillery unit and the entrenchment. The 
American player should supplement his force by 
bringing on some of his allocations in Albany. He 
should watch out for a Britishforced marchattempt 
or even the sneaky trick of adding the Indian factor 
from Unadilla. A 3-2 subtract 2 is not much better 
than a normal 1-2 and is a very risky attack for the 
British. 

While the main force is holding Albany the 
Americans should be delaying and building up new 
forces elsewhere. The rebel militia factor on 2238 is 
in an excellent delay position. Entrench this unit 
and the entire British force In New York w~l l  be 
blocked from marching up the Hudson or south 
towards Philadelphia for a turn. Delay factors 
moved to West Point and/ or YY37 could delay the 
column again next turn, Another good spot for 
delay is Ticonderoga. The American player cannot 
hold it anyway so there is no point in throwingaway 
4 factors. You should remove the fort and entrench 
one of the militia factors. The artillery unit will have 
to be escorted or destroyed during the withdrawal. 

A primary consideration is maintaining a retreat 
route Tor the main American force in Albany. Since 
New York is occupied by the British the most 
prornislng avenue of withdrawal is towards Ft. 
Stanwix. There is an lndian threat to the rear. 
Additionally, the Tories in Wyoming could reach 
Ft. Stanwix in two turns. (For those of you 
unfamiliar with the game, Wyoming is a strategic 
town in Pennsylvania.) The Ft. Stanwix garrison 
should be beefed up a little by adding a factor of 
regulars. A militia factor should be moved into 
position on DD34 or DD35 for possible delay next 
turn. The main force should be able to retire to Ft. 
Stanwix safely if forced out of Albany. 

Meanwhile the American player should be 
concentrating on building up reserves of men and 
supplies further south. This situation shows some 
small forces gathering in Philadelphia, Baltimore 
and Alexandria. These troops should build up to a 
fairly sizable force, maybe 10 to 12 factors, and then 
move north. They should be careful to avoid 
premature combat with a major British force. While 
these forces and others further south are building 
up, they can act as a deterrent to minor British 
incursions along the coast. These forces should b 
careful not to get pounced on by a large Tory force. 
The force a t  Baltimore would be vulnerable to an 
attack by the Tories in Wyoming if they move north 
by themselves. They should wait for the Alexandria 
force or move to Philadelphia and entrench with the 
troops already there. There is another, almost 
hidden, British threat, The British troops in New 
York can load onto transports, sail to Wilmington, 
disembark there, and move to Philadelphia . This is 

just another example of the British naval capability. 
In this case a good move would be to combine the 
southern reserves and move them to 0030. There 
they will be relatively safe from attack and will be in 
a position to move towards Philadelphia or Wyom- 
ing. 

The forces back in Albany (after withdrawing) 
will provide a good example of infiltration. Let us 
assume that the British main force moves to Albany 
on their September turn. If they attack the battle 
will likely be either an American victory or 
indecisive. The Americans can move 8 on their turn 
and thus escape this main British force. They could 
"infiltrate" back into New England via Springfield 
or Brattleboro. These forces could force the British 
to divert troops from the Middle States and posslbly 
reopen New England. A better British move would 
be to FFF38. This would deter an American 
~nfiltration attempt white maintaining a threat to 
Albany and Ft. Stanwix. 

Let us now consider the situation as if it were the 
American August, 1776 turn. The strategy ernploy- 
ed wiIl necessarily differ from that of September. 
The British will have a turn to react to your moves 
before the interphase. Your strategy should be to get 
into good position for the turn prior to the 
interphase. A good position would be in between 
two strategic towns and out of range of the British. 
Thus, the British are forced to defend both towns on 
his following turn. You could move the force at 
Ticonderoga at bateau up to 4 4 4 3 7 .  Next turn 
they will tK in positlon to attack either Montreal or 
Quebec. You could attempt to infiltrate a force this 
turn hoping to be able to grab a strategic town 
before the interphase. 

A December turn entails some additional 
considerations. Theseare the winter restrictions and 
Continental Army winter reduction. The most 
sigtiificant effect of the winter restrictions is "winter 
lag". The Americans can virtually do what they wish 
in December without worrying about the British 
response. There w~l l  be no significant British threat 
in the Middle States until spring. The Americans 
should be using the winter lull to build up their 
forces further south. 

Winter reduction presenlts a problem for the 
Americans in this situation. They are faced with 
hav~ng to lose 75% of their regulars in New England 
and 50Sin the Middle States. k t  us assume that the 
two southern areas are free of British controls. 
Reopening New England will reduce the American 
reduction rate there to 50%. However if they try to 
reopen New England and fail, their losses will ix 
high. The following example shows a way of 
rninimlzing your reduction losses. Move your 
regulars in Philadeiph~a into Maryland with the 
Baltimore force, Leave a single regular factor in 
New England. The rest of the American army will 
stay in the Middle States. Your losses will be as 
follows: 

New England-0 factors out of I 
Middle States-6 factors out of 13 
South Central-I factor out of 7 

Total-7 factors out of 21 
Losses are always rounded down. These losses can 
be replaced with the winter troop aliocation. The 
Colonial army would probably increase in size if 
New England is reopened. 

INFILTRATION 
American infiltration can be profitably executed 

on either a small or a large scale. A few strength 
points can often slip by the British. Such forces can 
threaten the British rear and tie down British troops 
without weakening the main American force. 
Infiltration of a major force, as suggested in the 
preceding situation, can be very effective. This tactic 
does entail a significant risk. 

Conrldcr the abve  situation The Br~tlsh control New England 
and Canada and are In thc proass oiconsol~dating the Mtddle States 
Thereare no aigntfwanl American forms northolPh11adclphla. If the 
Amer~cans srl back and Walt for the British to consol~date thc 
northern half of the board and advancc lnto Maryland, rhe game wlll 
be lost. Thc Amcrican army near Ph~ladelph~a decldea to move nonh 
and attempt ~nfiltrat~on ThE stratcgy Ir lo gel an army loose In the 
Brltrah rtar This army might beable to reopen some strategic towna 
and upset the Brrtlahatrateglcplans Whllc thla actlon 1s accurrnglhe 
small Amcrlmn forct furlher west ghould be able to infiltrate 
northward through the mountam Addltlonnl American forces 
should be au.ernbllnp In Virginla and Maryland 

1 he mabn Amencan farce should morc north to TT34. The 
Br~tlah player nctds to counter lhts threaten~ng move and wkll likely 
sllack a1 1 - 1  odd8 Dbv~ously. the Amerlcan movc IS r~sky but %hen 
you have got your h c k  up a w n s t  Iht  wall you hdve got 10 take a 
chance The Amencaw do have one thlng golng lor them A brrf. 
lndec~rbve battle wlll work ro thc~r advanlage They will be able to 
movc S next turn andsuccessfully ~nftltrate The Br~rlsh playcr knows 
thls and may be antlclpatlng a Wlthdmw~l alltmpt The Amerncans 
muht be able toobla~nanedgeuslng theTactl~al Malrixandposs~bly 
wln the battle lnany mbc. the Amrrlcans bland a fairly good chance 
of p ~ t t ~ n g  n (Bvorable result from this engagement 

A likely British defense to American infiltration 
is the tactic of mutually supportingforces. Basically, 
this means that two forces are within one turn of 
each other. Any infiltratingforce can be attacked by 
both stacks. Going around such a defense can be 
difficult and time consuming. A loose anti- 
infiltration defense can be accomplished by having 
the forces two turns apart. One force or the other 
can reach all of the hexes in between. This will 
prabably prevent infiltration of small forces. The 
mutual support tactic should be used by the British 
during offensives. Mutually supporting forces allow 
for much more effective area sweeps. 

GAME STRATEGIES 
Most of the grand strategy in 1776 is dictated by 

the British player. The British are on the strategic 
offensive and maintain the initiative for the first 
several years. Superior forces and naval mobility 
will allow the British to decide when and where to 
drive. American strategy primarily becomes one of 
reacting to the British offensives. This is not to say 
that the Americans should sit back and passively 
contain the British. They shoutd vigorousry pursue 
means of disrupting British strategy and seek 
opportunities to seize the initiative. The following 
paragraphs will take a look at some typical British 
strategies and American reaction to them. 

A conventional British strategy is to amass all 
available forces during the first year to take and 
hold New England. This strategy will probably 
entail the occupation of New York and possibly 
Ticonderoga. The British may also try tograb a port 
further south such as Norfolk or Charleston. A 
drive into the Middle States will be planned for 
1777. American reaction should be to contest New 
England, particularly Norwich, for as long as 
possible. Be careful to avoid a decisive battle there 
or your army mlght look like Panzer Lehr after St. 
Lo, Vigorously fight British rncursions into the 
Middle States except for New York. Retreat when 
confronted with a greatly superior British force. Try 
to maintain some forces and threats in the, British 

Continued om Psp 30 
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I , I ? .  

On the other hand, the North has great It is indubious that both sides need to thorough- 

uld never attack in strength nor in a coordimted especially east of the Falmouth area, imlusive. The All differences ~hould be exploited, The player who 
nner. He was right, or Lucky. South posgesses a considwable number of fortifh- fails to exercise hisacumen kpredestinedfor defeat. 
In the spring of 1863 The Army of Northern tions which can bz used with terrain that is An example would be a Union player who attacks 

Virginia's leader concocted another premfious propitious for the defense. The victory conditians, on a six or seven hex front. The Federal superiority 
By 2 May, Lee's Amy wasspread over ten command control rule, and inverted counter rule, of nurnkrs is nat baing used to srrefek the South to 

miles and in three sections. The Union forces were add to the Union's troubles. a breaking point. Such would also be in&iciem, 
Joen Hooker, Perhaps most significant is the fact that the wasting r e s o w s  (time, troops, etc.). In ~lermcel- 

past performances it might haye Confederates are thoroughiy superior racticulfy. lmvilk, as in all wargames, one must take 
n presumed that he would have attacked and Armies should always seek to maximize their advantage afwhai you haw, and more important&, 

in detail, But Jackson advantages while minimking the problems. So the what your enemy doean2 have. 
walked around the Federal right flank and smashed South would be foolish to construct a linear defense When evaluating a simulation consider combat, 

1 their rear. Hooker became paralyzed and the Army and slug it out with the enemy all along the line. terrain, and movernewt. Incessantly, thvw concepts 
- ofthePotomacmreated. ThebatdeofChancellors- Supmior Union numbers would k decisive, But blend together. You can't move except through 
ville was finished. Lee was less luckyat Gettysburg, they are able to get a maximum of only fourteen termin, YOU can't have combat unless you moved. 
jmt two months later, factor$ per hex, the South can manage twenty-two, and you can't fight exmpt on terrain. 

Avalon Hill's ChancellorsviNe is a wideopen A fighting withdrawl therefore is usually advised As for combat, odds worse then 3-1 should be 
game. The Federals em validly attack anywhere while local counter-attacks attempt to disrupt the avoided exmpt in regards to fire. When 
dong the Rapidan and Rappahanneck, and the offensive and dmtroy overextended Federal unitri. attasking doubling terrain (rivers, forts, hills, or 
Confederates must maneuver to thwart it. Hackney- In the actual Chanoellorsville campaign, Union streths) 3-1 odds may be impossible fo obtain 
ed situations prevalent in gome simu*ationsshould artillery, which had been divided into Corps by often. Therefore massed artillery is advised. Far 
*ot occUr in C ~ ~ ~ ~ l k a r s v i l k -  And despite Union Hooker, often failed to concentrate and mass exarnpte, CGW could only be attacked by two 
preponderance in combat factors, the victory against the Confederate line. Makingthe sameerror divisions via assault boats, some six factors, But 
wndEtkrns combined wihtheopti~ml rules make it in AH'S game will result in. most noticeabiy, great that same- hex is in xange of ten artillety unitn. 
quite balanced. difficulty in crossing rivers defended by any Ideally, a hex can be attacked by units on six 

The Confederate should be aware of hi assets Confederate units. Since the rrbels are tacticalIy advacent hexes, or addiifo~rally twelve hexes in 
a d  liabilities. His Opponent* of course* must also superior, one way to defeat them is to spread auk range of artillery. 
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Terrain directly affects combat. It goes without 
saying that in defense doubling terrain is advised. 
More significantly is how it affects combat indirect- 
(1,. The roads may be the key to the game. If an 
enemy is able to move quickly he can concentrate 
and smash weak points. Both sides must guard the 
roads, especially the defending rebels, and the 
easiest way to do this is to hold the junctions. An  
ideal position would be 427. 

The woods are subtly a decisive factor in 
Chanrellorsvifle. The units on 427 would hold two 
roads and a key junction. But the Mine Road is still 
open. A fort on R25 would nor suffice. Zones of 
Control do not extend into woods. Enemy units can 
be infil~raied through the woods. The fort would 
have to k on 425. This concept is one of the most 
important in Chancellorsville. Unless woods are 
guarded defense positions can be rendered useless, 
cut-off, and retreat routes eliminated. Example: 

forts on 427 occupied by Colston, and R2S 
occupied by Heth and Pender would not only be 
unsuitable for infiltration but inefficient, there is no 
reason for a fort on already doubled terrain. Union 
artillery on P24 could move right past those 
positions. 

The rivers present the North with the possibility 
of the always valuable rear attacks, having landed 
behind the enemy. But as previously mentioned, it is 
extremely difficult to assault a position without 
artillery support. And it goes without saying that 
pontoon bridges should be placed as quickly as 
possible. One might however, when moving across 
rivers (or on roads) fail to watch for traffic-jams 
resulting from not moving units so as to avoid 
stacking violations. The old maxim, "L'audace, et 
encore l'audace, toujours l'audace" must be re- 
called. And you cannot have speed if a corps or two 
is blocked on a road or trying to cross a pontoon 
bridge. 

The Optional Rules create peculiar problems. 
Command Control requires units to stay close to 
their headquarters units, which must be protected 
from destruction. This rule creates problems for the 
use of artillery, especially for the Federals. Suffice it 
to say when artillery is massed, and it should k, 
such units have to be well protected or near the 
Army commander unit. The Unit Function rule 
makes things all the more difficult for artillery not 
attacking in the artillery phase. Concentration of 
artillery is all the more useful. The other rules are 
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rear and Canada i f  at all possible. Keep building up 
new forces in the Middle States and the southern 
areas. The situation will get very tense in the Middle 
States during 1777 but good play will win for the 
Americans. 

Another interesting British plan is the Southern 
strategy. This involves the British transferring his 
major army to the Deep South early in the game. 
The British hope to quickly overrun the Deep South 
and possibly the South Central area before the 
American forces can react. This plan is a gambit in 
that it allows more American troops but conquers 
more territary during the first year. Both major 
British plans involve attacking at an end of the 
board first, There will usually be a sharp battle in 
Virginia as the advancing British meet the Ameri- 
cans coming from the north. The British will 
attempt to consolidate the southern half of the 
board in 1776and drive northward during 1777. The 
American player should remain cool when faced 
with this blitz. Large American forces should be 
dispatched southward as soon as this plan is 
discovered. The Americans should be able to hotly 
contest the South Central area. Charleston should 
be held as long as possible. You should be able to 
threaten any moderate British force advancingfrom 
Canada or landing at a northern port. Protect the 
Alexandria-Baltimore-Philadelvhia region as the 

"nuisance rules" reflecting historical situations. I British might attempt to pino& off the southern 
To better illustrate imwortant concevts a areas with a naval landinn. Attemat to infiltrate a 

hypothetkal p m e  has been irepared. 

Begining any game of Chancellorsrille, the 
Confederate player sets up his defense. The Union is 
capable of attacking not just across Rapidan but 
entirely across the eastern Rappahannock. The first 
two night turns means that the North can have half 
his army south of the Rappahannock along the 
Bowling Green road before the enemy can react if 
that area has been left unguarded. It must not be. 

Continuing to study the mapboard the Confed- 
erate realizes that the central area of the Rappahan- 
nock must be garrisoned especially in the vicinity of 
the fords. This will prevent Union movement south 
of the river during night movement (as it would 
violate rules moving adjacent to enemy units). And 
since the Rapidan cannot be held as a result of 
initial placement restrictions the area around 
Chancellorsville must be bolstered with forts. 
Finally, the Southern army has to be brigaded to 
sufficiently cover all avenues of approach. 

The North sees that the enemy has covered the 
R a p p a h a n n ~ k  from Bowling Green road to Scott's 
Dam ford and has considerable reserves placed on 
the roads for rapid movement. A frontal assault is 
conceivable assisted by a "Grand Battery" of massed 
artillery. It may prove costly in that the Confederate 
can easily use his lateral communications to 
concentrate against it. 

A landing east of Deep Run is difficult in that it 
would have to rely solely on assault boats and 
confronts good defensive terrain just east of 
Telegraph Road. It also leaves the enemy with the 
whole southwestern area to retreat to and threaten 
ta march north of the Rappahannock and garner 
extra victory points. And as with the frontal assault, 
the destruction of sufficient enemy units to meet the 
victory conditions may be difficult. 

The flanking maneuver across the Rapidan is 
probably best in that it takes advantage of the two 
Free night moves for the Union, may drive the enemy 
against the Rappahannock as it heads southeast 
along Bowling Green road, and is also historic. Half 
the army will go around Lee's left flank while 
remaining units attempt to attack around 
Fredericksburg region. 

- 
large force into the south at theearliest opportunity. 
Your overall chances against thisstrategy are a little 
better than the New England plan. 

Other British strategies involve taking one of the 
two middle areas and cutting the colonies in half. 
The idea is to capture one area and get the other by 
default. A repeat of the Hudson Valley Campaign 
might even be seen. Generally, the middle areas are 
more difficult to take in 1776. The American forces 

, should contest these areas, particularly inland 
i towns such as Ft. Stanwix and Charlottesville. The 

Americans should maintain strong forces on both 
flanks of the British advance. If you can contain the . 

British player to only one weakly controlled area, he 
will be in a precarious position starting 1777. These 
middle area strategies are risky but do  have 

I 
possibilities if the Americans are caught napping. 1 
SUMMARY 

I have attempted to present a strong case for the 
American side. The Americans have a lot of 
advantages in the game, many of which are not too 
apparent. New players to the game are likely to find 
that the British win easily. This is not due so much to 
imbalance as it is to lack of experience. Successful 
American play requires much finesse which takes 
longer to develop. Actually, the trend in many 
wargames is for the advantage to shift as the players 
become more experienced. 1 even remember when 
the Germans "couldn't lose" in Srafingrad. 1776 is a 
new and different type ofgame. It is not one thatcan 
be easily stereotyped. Players will have to approach 
this game open minded and not try to play it with 
other games in mind. 

All of this is not meant to imply that the British 
are at a big disadvantage in 1776. Actually I believe 
that the Campaign Game is just about even with the 
Americans holding a slight edge. The British have 
their own advantages, such as seapower, that can be 
most effective when properly used. Often, victory 
goes to the player that can make the opponent play 
his game. In any event, the 1776 Campaign Game 
should be a very competitive and enjoyable contest 
between two skilled players. @ 



"1981. Across the plains of central G e m n y  
guadrons of American MBTs and West German 
Leopards maneuver against advancing formations 

ts headed westward . . . " 

E OFFENSIVE 
Colonel Sidorenko forecasts a future battle- 

field environment disturbingly similar to the 
nightmarish scenarios that so obsessed our own 
generals during the 1950s. The hallmark of such a 
battlefield would be massive fronts thousands of 
miles long and hundreds of miles deep-filled with 
continuous and newrending offensives carried 
out by wave after wave of armored and m9chan- 
ized troops, The combatants would become 
lmked in a mortal struggle that could on$ end 
when one .survivor remained. 

Sidorenko offers details about the equipment 
and tactics that will be neOesSa y to conduct this 
apocalyptic style of war. The mobility of ground 
forms will be essential; constantly improved 

models of tanks and armo~ed personnel carriers 
(AFC] will be required to transport not only the 
shock troops, but a11 farces engaged in the 
offensive. Events will unfold far too quickly for a 
combatant to depend upon footpower to propel 
units into battle. Airmobile formations, sustained 
by transport and close-support helicopters, will 
fdly add another dimension to both offensiveand 
defensive deployments. As in no previous war, the 
precision coordination between the various 
combat a m s  (i.e, infantry, armor, artillery, 
supply. air support, nuclear weapons, etc.) will be 
a crucial coneern of commanders who are forced 
to make critical decisions at an ever-increasing 
frequency. 

The leadership capabilities of sub- 
commanders will take on a new importance as the 
war of the future unfolds# A&each day pames the 
massive fronts will fragment into a series of 
individual and often isolated engagements be- 
tween divisions. MITS and armies. Formations 
must be equipped and trained to conduct 
operations on an independent basis. The efficiency 
of local command and control (CgrC) networks, 
and the effectiveness of unit commanders will 
largely determine the fate of each cornbat com- 
mand. 

Unquestionably, the most important charac- 
teristic of the future battlefield will be the 
employment of tactical nuclear artillery and 
missiles. Colonel Sidorenka believes that the 
'nuke' will become an almost common weapon. 
Nuclear warheads will be used as a substitute for 
traditional high-explosive artillery to  soften up 
defenses prior to an attack, t o  destroy enemy 
supply depots and other rear area facilities, to 
eliminate enemy nuclear weapon launchers and 
warheads, to block avenues of advance and 
retreat, and to even create long-term zones of 
contamination and devastation. Today nuclear 
weapons can be delivered onto the battlefield by 
conventional tube artillery and mortars, by mobile 
rockets, and by aircraft. It is quite possible that 
they will be delivered by tank guns, helicopters 
and even hand-held launchen in the next few 
years. The availability of nuclear firepower may 
lead to the prvasiveand wide-rangingust of these 
devices in a future war. 

Because of the hideous threat posed by nuclear 
weapons 00 the battlefield, Colonel Sidorenko 
strongly stresses the nced for comprehensive 
training of all troops in the nature of atomic 
warfare. Troops should be provided with the very 
latest in personal protection equipment,and their 
vehicles and structures should be designed to act 
as effective shelters from atomic flash, shock wave 
and radioactivity effects. Training exercises and 
maneuvers must educate personnel on how to 
avoid contamjnated areas, and how to cross them 
quickly and safely when necessary. Nuclear war 
indoctrination should ultimately be geared to 

insuring that troops survive all but a direct hit 
from nuclear weapons, and that military duties 
and combat can be continued without a decrease 
in effectiveness or morale. 

Naturally, a future nuclear war will include a 
variety of new strategies and tactics. Some of the 
more important tactics described by Colonel 
Sidorenko in his book are depicted in the 
accompanying illustrations utlliing the Tactics II 
board and unit counters. 

Movement into the Battle5eM 
Even something as relatively simple as move- 

ment into the Forward Edge of the Battle Area 
(FEBA) will become significantiy more critical in 
a nuclear war enviranment. Map #1 shows an 
Army Corps in basic March formation. This 
f m a t m d c r w s  fadhe most-rapidmWment of 
men and material (particulariy along roads), but it 
has the disadvantage of exposing the units to the 
possibility of a nuclear strike. A single Army or 
Army Oroup-level nuckar weapon in Tictics II 
could assure the destruction of two divisions in the 
March formation. Consequently, the formation 
should only be employed when the units are 
moving outside the range of the bulk of theenemy 
nuclear weapon launchers. 

Map 1 
MARGI  FORMATION: 
An ArmvOoms mouina in normal brmstlon ou&ide the range 

Map #2 reflects the deployment of another 
Army Corps in Approach March formation. This 
formation markedly restricts the aped of move- 
ment, but it tlffcrs maximum protection against 
nuekar attack, while maintaining a cohesive and 
effective deployment. Under no circumstancescan 
any Tactics I f  nuclear weapon destroy more than 

An Army Corps moving Into the range of enemy nuclear 
weapons. 
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one division in this Corps. This formation would 
thus be utilized as the units entered the range of 
enemy nuclear weapons. Care would be taken as 
the front lines are approached to insure that a 
proper interval is maintained between divisions 
until just prior to the launching of the assault. 

The Assault Phase 
Once the attacking formations have moved 

into the FEBA they are quickly positioned to 
launch their assault. The Principles of War dictate 
that a suc3cessful attack is achieved through the 
massing of numerically superior forces against the 
enemy at  the critical point. Map #3 is an example 
of an attack on a Blue Army Corps by a reinforced 
Red Army. Two armored and a single infantry 
division would conduct the pivotal breakthrough 
attack against the Blue infantry division holding 
the road. On either side of this attack, individual 
Red infantry divisions are attempting to engage 
and tie-down the defending Blue infantry. Farther 
to the flanks, armored divisions staitd ready to 
take up the pursuit once the Blue linesare broken. 
Four additional Red infantry divisions are held in 
reserve to exploit any breakthrough achieved. In 
the rear of the Blue formation two Red paratroop 
(orairmobile) divisions would be dropped in order 
to seal off Blue's front lines from their reinforce- 
ments, and to launch limited attacks against the 
Blue armor reserve (The results of the Yom 
Kippur War indicated that properly trained 
troops equipped with the Soviet Saggerand RPG- 
7 anti-tank rockets can hold their own against 
tanks). At the discretion of the Red Army 
commander, low-yield (kiloton-range) nuclear 
strikes might also k made against the Blue reserve 
forces. However, the commander must never 
forget that nuclear strikes in the enemy rear will 
create contaminated zones which will have to be 
dealt with by attacking troops as they advance. 
Nuclear weapons should only be employed when 
they are essential to a successful assault. 

Timing is critical for the Red commander a t  
this particular moment in the battle because he has 
massed his forces to achieve local numerical 
superiority. As a result, the Red formation has 
become extremely vulnerable to a possible nuclear 
counter-strike by Blue. The Red commander can 
avoid this fate by achieving a rapid breakthrough 
so that he can disperse his forcesfor the pursuit, or 
he can attempt to engage the Blue forces so closely 
with the bulk of his units that the enemy 
commander cannot launch effective nuclear 
strikes without killing his own men. 

..pJ 

The Pursuit Phase 

I 
-w@.-,:& 

All breakthroughs achieved must be fully 
exploited. Colonel Sidorenko recommends that 
the attacking forces along the main axis of assault 
keep the enemy engaged so as to prevent any wide- 
ranging withdrav 11 to more favorable defensive 
positions. At the same time, armored and 

m J 3  
THE ASSAULT PHASE: 
A re~nforoad A n y  attae)ts a defending Army Cops 

Map 4 
THE PURIUtT PHASE: 
A strong attmk abng Me maln axis b lds  the enemy while 
mechanized trwpspursue along the flanks. 

mechanized forces on the flanks can race forward 
to seal off avenues of retreat with a va~iety of 
pincer actions, and airmobile units can be landed 
to secure footholds in the enemy rear. Map #4 i s  a 
typical pursuit situation. While heavy forces 
attack along the main axis, paratroops once again 
drop into the rear to engage the enemy armor. As 
necessary, the Red commander could launch 
limited nuclear strikes against the Blue armor 
reserve and other fleeing units. In pursuit, fewer 
attacking units are massed and exposed to 
effective nuclear counter-strikes. Attacking forces 
on the main axis could maintain security by 
establishing the closest possible contact with 
enemy units. 

Special Attack Situations - 
The River Crossing 

On a fast moving and rapidly evolving 
battlefield it is vital that troops be prepared to 
breach natural obstacles, such as rivers, as quickly 
as possible. If they do not, they could be delayed 
on the bank, and become a ripe target for an 
enemy nuclear strike. Map #5 depicts a river 
crossing undertaken against opposition. A coordi- 
nated assault by amphibious troops and para- 
troops would be designed to dislodge the enemy 
and allow time to secure a bridgehead on the far 
bank of the river. Once this crossing has been 
established the armor and infantry may move up 
and continue the advance and pursuit. Because 
any delay could prove so very costly, the Red 
commander would likely employ limited nuckar 
strikes to suppress enemy reserves and enemy 
counter-batteries. 

Map 6 
SPECIAL AITACK SKUATION - fb lliver C r ~ h :  
Joint amphibious-paratmop assault m dlabdge enemy 
infantry fmm river bank. 

The Yorn Kippur War of 1973 vividly 
demonstrated how much destruction our modern 
high technology non-nuclear war can achieve. In 
any future nuclear engagement casualties will be 
extremely high among both personnel and 
equipment. Entire divisions may disappear in a 
brief violent radioactive flash; the horrors of 
World War One carnage may seem incredibly 
tame by comparison. Commanders and decision 
makers must adjust to this new stark reality; 
tactics and strategies must be reviewed, modified, 
and even created. The battlefield of the future will 
be a place for technicians and sophisticated 
hardware. Gone will be the gentleman soldier's 
chivalry of the past, and so too perhaps even the 

heroics of individual men. Battles may be 
determined primarily by whether an attacker can 
achieve his objective before he is inevitably 
incinerated. If that war of 1981 comes to pass, we 
might be inclined to  echo the words of Francois 
Conrobert during the charge of the Light Brigade 
a t  Balaklava - "It is magnificent, but it is not 
war." 
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Battle f 
By the waning daysof World War PI, the Allies 

the Soviets were learning that they really 
n't such nood friends after all. Churchill 

realized this simple fact earlier than most and 
constantly pushed for increased Allied influence 
to counteract the Russians in Eastern Europe. The 
Soviet desire to conquer the world became 
apparent to all after the war but there were no I 
direct military confrontations between the Allies 
and the Soviets. 

I 
Things could have been quite different, 

however. Patton wasall set to drive on Viennaand 
Montgomery was preparing to capture Berlin 
'when they were halted by Eisenhower's express 
orders since these were "political"' and not 
"military" objectives. Had these orders not been 
issued. there would have been a race between the 
Allies and the Soviets for the occupation of these 
cities. 

This variant uses P~nzeblirz and Panzer 
Leader boards and counters to simulate clashes 
between Allied and Soviet units attempting to 
reach the axis capitals. The Panzer Leader rules 
are used with the following modifications. 

I .  STACKING-Four Allied units may stack in a 
hex; three Soviet units may stack in a hex 
except for Soviet infantry units which can 
stack with only one other unit. 

2. INDIRECT FIRE-No Soviet unit m y  use 
indirect fire; all Allied M and (H) units may use 
indirect fire, 

3. RANGE-Soviet infantry units have a range of 
2*. 
NOTES 
The Allied player soon learns that his tanksare 

inferior to the Soviet heavy tanks and that he has 
nothing to match the SU-152's. In fact, it usually 
becomes necessary to use the SPA'S as  assault 
guns and the premature loss of these units will 
often cost the Allies the game. The Allied anti- 
tank gunsare longer-ranged than the Russian ones 
and this is a definite advantage on defense; on the 
other hand, the British infantry is noticeably 
inferior to that of the Soviets. The Soviet SMG 
units are excellent for close assaulting and the 
Allies have nothing to equal these units. Theseare 
very mobile scenarios and the victor must be very 
good at both attack and defense. 
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'his marked the  second straight issue in 
which the  lead article failed to take top honors. It 
also marked the  best performances ever by a 
Series Replay and Design Analysis colurnn- 
perhaps an indication that we're finding our 
nlche w ~ t h  these regular features at last. 
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A World War I1 Fantasy: Berlin AIIles VS. in E ~ ,  1915 
by Roy Easton 

Two Pans~rBIitz bpPIrd$ and o w  P W I ~ P  k&i& 
board are weed in t h i  mnario. 

Soviet M y c r  cnkn first on k x  1 4 - 1 .  
U.S. Pkyer enten weand on hex Z-Q-fD, Gwae tn@h: la tun,  

Vktory CoadUioes: 
Each s id~ receives 10 The Us. player mcbtta? points for each Soviet 
Artain, and Merden *twnd dair e&mhaM and j5 points for each 
m y  be di~ruptcdf at Wkt i nanuy  unit eliminated 
cansidcr~d muplied 
has units in tlle hex or 

rgr-Have more points than your 
paints for eliminating 

ictory-Have more points than your 
and occupy every hex in 2 of the 3 

8 Wuation"22 Bnrisb rtmored wits of the Guards Armored 
Divigon run into units of the Soviet 17th Tank 

Cicrrnanb Stay, 1945 Corps as bath 5idw attempt to secure a vital road 
lo &rib. 

British player m&m tzconrf on hex A 

1' ictofy C~nditfoa9: 
BrltLh win a dmisire vfotrrry if t h r e  arc n 

Thq win a tacthi vlmry if there are nc 
uadisrupted Soviet units in arm4 of tkse cities a 
ik qad'cf the game. The &kts wilt n dwis i~i  
victory rf there are no undiirupted Bcitkh uni& ieg:,? - 
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AMMO 92 PEN 4.9" 2 

1 
WHAT YOU ALWAYS h,LDED TO KNOW ABOUT PANZER LEADER 

(But Thought You Already Knew From Playing PanzerBlitz) 

Now that the dust has settled a bit, a few 
observations may be appreciated in regards to some 
PANZER LEADER peculiarities. Observers may 
have noticed in the game's design credits that I am 
listed under 'Rules Development and Expansion' 
and not under 'Research and Des~gn'. This is as it 
should be since 1 neither'researched'or'designed'it. 
Rather. I picked up all the loose pieces, re-ordered, 
revised. and re-vamped the rules, and made it look 
pretty. Inshort, I'm the guy who tried to givegamers 
the kind of game they wanted after everyone else 
had finished 'improving' it. With that bit of 
background, the following comments are offere.& 

The strange lineage of PA NZER LEADER(nee 
PANZERBLITZ) makes it difficult to classify, Do 
we nominate it for 'Rookie-of-the-Year' or 
'Comeback-Player-of-the-Year? Obviously, the 
game was derived from PANZERBLITZ. But that 
derivation was an attempt to preserve the familiar. 
venerated aspects of PB while updating and 
correcting a five-year old title. Too much 're-design' 
would yield a new and untried product, thus losing 
the advantage of the PB experience. Too little re- 
work would smack of 're-hash' without improving 
upon the basic idea. A fine balance was required. 
The end product, however, was two different games, 
PB and PL, that stood by themselves. 

There have been many people writing to us 
pleading for permission to use PANZER LEADER 
rules with their PA NZERBL17Z games, asking 
whether this or that PL rule could be applied to PB, 
whether P L  rules supercede, blanket-fashion, PB 
rules, etc., etc., etc. Sometimes I could quietly 
scream . . . Once and for all. PB and PL are two 
different games. The games have their own rulesand 
stand or fall by those rules. What a gamer cares to 
do  between the two sets of rules in the privacy of his 
own home is his busmess. A word of caution: 
Simply because a rule is changed in PL does not 
mean that it was wrong in PB. The twogamescover 
two different conflicts, locales, and adversaries. 

When designing a game, the physical compo- 
nents are developed in the order of their complex~ty. 
Thus unit counters, the most complex components, 
enter the production p~peline first to k ready when 
the easiest components (generally charts and 
rulebooks) are completed. Unfortunately, many 
small kinks are constantly being worked out of a 
game throughout tts development. This means that 
changes in one element are sometimes not coordi- 
nated wrth other parts. Thus, there is a small list of 
'discrepancies' which must be resolved between 
unlts listed in the situation cards and the actual 
number available: 

SlT# 13: One German 37mm, instead of two. 
SIT# 14: Ditto. 
SIT# 15: I. Ditto. 

2. 276 VG-Change 4 trucks and 
one wagon to one truck and 
four wagons. 

by Randall C. Reed 

SIT# 18: Six German trucks instead of 
seven. 

SIT# 20: Two German halftracks. in- 
stead of three. 

Also, please note that there is an error in the 
Examples of Play section. The Hetzer in the Direct 
Fire illustration is NOT doubled in its present 
location. 

We have received a sign~ficant number of queries 
regarding LOS/LOF determination on board B. 
Most concern direct fire from sea or beach hexes 
into the interior hexes. Realize one thing: Board B 
consists of special coastal terrain representing sheer 
cliffs,coastal bluffs. and a shallow river 'valley'. Try 
to visualize what this hunk of coastline would look 
like in real life. Project the mapboard symbols into 
three4imensional topography. Realize that one 
could be standing on a beach hex near the small 
rlver looking towards the little valley and see 
directly into areas of the mapboard that would be 
blocked by slope hexes one or two hexes down the 
beach from that point. Realize that the little valley 
gradually flattens out, as one moves inland, to 
'merge' with the terrain behind the coastal slope 
hexes. Yet, because the elevation differences are so 
small and so gradual, there are no hex side symbols 
to block the LOS. Realize that whether interior 
hexes of adjacent mapboards are higher than beach 
hexes on board B (and thus halve DF) is inconse- 
quential; if the LOS does not cross a brownlorange 
hex side, elevation is assumed to be the same. That is 
the price paid For 'real~stic' terrain. 

H~lllop 

DIRECT FIRE: 
mQ: The rukes state that units in a stack may be 

attacked individually using direct fire. Yet, when 
attacking enemy units on top of a friendly fort, "the 
d ~ e  must be rolled twice. once for the enemy unit and 
once forthe Fortification." Why can't theenemy unit 
be attacked individually, tgnor~ng the fort (remrd- 
less of whether it is enemy or friendly)? 
A: It CAN be attacked indiv~dually (The wording 
of the rules is a hold-over from PANZERBLITZ.9 
'The next edition of the rules will incorporate the 
following change (XI. C. 10. a.): 
REPLACE the th~ rd  sentence with: 
"Such enemy units may still be attacked. Note, 
however, that in cases where the enemy unit cannot 
be attacked individually (DF into town hexes or 
CAT) two attacks using the normal AS for each are 
required; one agalnst the enemy unit's DS and one 
against the fort's DS. For IF  attacks, merely treat 
the fort as another unit in the stack.'" 
Q: Rule VlI.F.2.b. (target predominance) is 
confusing. If you c a m  fire at individual units in a 
stack. what is this rule used for? 
A: Target predominance is used when attacking 
several or all of the un~ts In a hex as one combined, 
direct fire attack. 

INDIRECT FIRE: 
Q: When using indirect fire against units in town 
hexes. is the AS divided evenlv between the taraet - 

Sea Beach defending units treated as one 

t fire attack strength is divided as 
ed defense strengths apply only to 
ATand overrun attacks.) Addition- 

allv. the AS IS halved (units in town treated as 

Q & A. The following is a list of most-frequently 
asked questions. Changes, corrections. and/or 
additions to the existing rules are indicated by a 
dot. 

MOVEMENT: 
Q: May infantry units, using Quick-Time Speed or 
road movement, use CAT in the same player 
segment'? 
A: Yes, in both cases. 
Q: When blocks are placed on beach hexes, do  they 
preclude or delay amphibious landings on that hex? 
A: No. Vehicles landing on a block could not move 
further that turn however. 
Q: In what manner does the Recon H Q  unit move? 
A: It moves like a truck (similar to the M3 scout 
cars). 
Q: May wagons cross green hex sides? 
A: No. They are vehicles. 

armored targets) and 'I' is added to the die roll. 
Q: May naval and/ or regular indirect fireattack un- 
spotted (or unsighted) units by using the Scatter 
Chart (p.6)? 
A: NO! lndirect fire may only be targeted (written 
down one or two turns inadvance) into those hexes 
that are spotted or 'can be seen into' at  the time the 
indirect fire order is written. The Scatter Chart is 
only used when friendly units that spotted or sighted 
the hex for the initial targetingare dispersed, move 
sway, or are otherwise no longer in LOS when the 
fire is resolved. 
Q: I'm confused about ~ndirect fire'targeting'. Why 
can't you fire at dispersed artillery units (C.3.p.6)? 
A: To 'target' a unit is to record a target for that unit 
to hit with indirect fire. 'Targeted' in this instances 
refers to the FlRING unit. (Ditto for statement 7.) 
Q: May a unit be subjected to indirect fireand direct 
fire attacks in the same turn? 
A: No. 
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LIVERRUN: 6: M ay armored units overrun enemy units on 
krmanent bridge hexes? On temporary bridge 
$exes? 
,A: Yes, in both cases. 
9: What is the PRECISE point at which combat is 
ssolved in an overrun attack? 
A: After all overrunning units involved in that 
,specific overrun attack have exmuted their move- 
ment. NOTE When using the optional Opportunity 
,Fire rule. a few problems arise when more than one 
tunit attempts the overrun. In cases where the S M  A 4 .  . . 
pcritenon IS reached when the overrunning unit enter 

woods/town hex as its exit hex, the target unit 
.annot spot that hex for other units attempting 
[Opportunity Fire until ALL enemy units have 
executed their movement and the overrun is 
resolved. If the target unit is undispersed AFTER 
resolving the overrun, THEN the woods/town hex 
may be spotted for Opportunity Fire. 

'Q: May units being overrun execute Opportunity 
Fire attacks against the units doing the overrunin$ 

'A: Yes, provided the % M A  requirement is met 
before the attacking unitsenter the target unit's hex. 
If several units are doing the overrunning, the target 
unit may not OF after the first unit has executed its 
'overrun movement. 

'TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART: 
@: The TEC states that. when firing on units on 
Billtops, the attacker is not required to halve his AS 
if adjacent to the target hex. Rule VII.H.4. (p.8), 

:however. states that the attacker is NOT halved 
.when on another hilltop (no mention of being 
adjacent). Which is correct? 
.A: Whoops! The rulebook is correct; the TEC is in 
error. Delete the last line of that entry on the TEC 
and it will agree with the rules. 

I 
SPOTTING: 

FQ: If one unit in a stack of units fires+md is spotted, 
'then leaves the hex in the next movement phase, are 
the other units in that hex spotted? 
A: No, except for two situations: 1) Indirect fire 
could be targeted into that hex while the spotted 
unit remains. When it leavesthe hex, the indiractfire 
,issubject to 'scatter'. 2) If the unit is in a town hex, 
all other units may (must) be fired upon also. 
Q: Ifa 'spotted' unit moves out of a hex and the hex 

:is re-occupied in the same turn by different units, are 
:those new units spotted? 
iA: No, EXCEPT that any indirect fire previously 
'targeted into that hex may still be applied to the 
units subject to 'scatter'. 

ENGINEERS: 
Q: If the vehicle assigned to an engineer unit is 
dispersed before the engineer unit has completed its 
task, must it wait until the vehicle is undispersed 
before it may finish the job? 
A: Yes. Also, if the vehicle is destroyed, operations 
cannot be completed. 
Q: Is there any effect on mine or block removal if, 
during removal operations, anenemy unit enters the 
block hex itself? 
A: Yes, the operations must k suspended until the 
enemy units move or are removed. 

BRIDGES: 
,Q: I f  bridge hexes are 'Yreated as clear terrain for all 
purposes," it becomes possible to move directly 
from one unconnected bridge hex to another (i.e., in 
GRANCELLES) and thus overrun units on bridge 
hexes from other bridge hexes. Correct? 
A: NO!! Certain assumptions must Lx made. 
Namely, bridge hexes are treated as clear terrain 
only when moving from one adjacent non-stream 

hex to another adjacent non-stream hex via the 
bridge hex. 
Q: May the bridge carried by the Valentine 
bridgelayer be attacked separately from the tank as 
a 'passenger'? 
A: No. 

aQ: How do you erect those portable truck and tank 
bridges? 
A. While they do not appear in any scenario. feel 
free to apply these broad procedures to scenarios of 
your own design: 

1 .  Tank and truck bridges may be transported by 
any truck or halftrack unit. They do not have to. 
unload in the river hex, but only in the hex adjacent 
to the construction hex. They are unloaded like 
heavy artillery. 

2. The two types of bridges are constructed in the 
following number of turns by the indicated number 
of engineer units: 

Q: May aircraft sight or spot units located in towns 
or woods hexes that have not fired and are not 
adjaaent to friendly units? 
A: No. 

SITUATIONS: 
Q: SITUATION #I 1; May the Belgian and 
American units fire outside of their sector bounda- 
ries even though they may not move outside those 
boundaries? 
A: Yes, the restrictions concern movement only. 
Q: SlTUATlON #I t : 1s the American sector (in 
which he must achieve a 3-1 superiority) boards C 
and D combined, despite the fact he deploys only on 
D? 
A: Yes. 
Q: SlTUATION #14: When the special rules state. 
"Allied engineers may not attempt bridge demoli- 
tion until German units are within five hexes." does 

truck bridge 12 Q: SITUATION #14: May German units on board 
C move into half-hex C-t-I I (which it shares with 4 board D)? 
A: NO. The prohibition concerning re-entry onto 

3. Engineer units must remain in the construc- 
tion hex for the required number of turns. All units 
must remain undispened or none may be used to 
construct the bridge. If dispersed, engineer units 
may resume construction when undispersed. If 
eliminated. they may be replaced with other 
engineer units with no loss of construction time. 

4. Bridges may be attacked (as per X.C.4., p. 12) 
during and after construction. 

5. Tank bridges may kx used by any type of unit. 
Truck bridges may only be used by personnel units, 
trucks. M3 scout cars, or Bren Carriers. 

Q: May infantry and engineer units CAT from a 
bridge hex to an adjacent bridge hex (i.e. in 
Grancelles)? 
A: Yes. 
Q: Do the bridges in hexes A-V-7 and A-V-8 
(Granoelles) count as one or two bridges ineach hex 
for demolition purposes? 
A: One-they're small bridges anyway! ' 
Q: Can a vehicle cross a bridge if there are three 

board D also includes the half-hexes on that board. 
Q: The rules say t h t  you cannot set up on half- 
hexes. Does this apply to the sea hexes in invasion 
scenarios? 
A: No! It refers to the half-hexes in the middle of the 
playing area. Units spend only one turn on the sea 
hexes in any case. 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
Q: What are the 'unloading' costs when dropping off 
German units in a Panzerblitz Assault (optional rule 
D.)? 
A: There are no MP penalties when executing a. 
Panzerblitz Assault. 

0 Q :  On the UFT (p.21). what does the dot in the 
Nebelwerfer's artillery facing column signify? 
A: It signifies that there should tx a 'C'there instead 
of the dot. 
Q: Are the strengths, movement allowances, etc., of 
the PANZER LEADER and PANZERBLITZ 
counters the same so that they are, in effect. 
interchangeable? 
A: More or less . . . 

wrecks on it? Q. Can ground units spot for air units by being 
A: Yes-see VIl.K.6. (p.9). adjacent to enemy units? 
Q: May vehicular units. when moving onto or off of A. No. 
a bridge hex, do so via any non-stream hexes or only Q. Can the German fire at any planes in range 
the ones containing roads? during the Allied air phase-or only those FB's A: They may use any adjacent, legal, non-stream which are attacking? >. . .. 

AIRPOWER: 
Q: May Fighter-bomber units execute Opportunity 
Fire attacks against enemy ground units? 
-A: No, nor may they be fired upon by enemy AA 
units using Opportunity Fire. 
Q: When using the experimental field-of-fire 
limitations, must AA units abide by the FOF 
limitations? 
A: Yes, but note that the FOF includes the hex they 
occupy. 

A. They can fire at any plane in range during the 
Allied air phase. 

Q. Which "carrier" rule takes precedence; A,) that a 
unit on a Bren can be attacked separately with a DF 
of I because the Bren is an armored unit, or B.) that 
the Bren's defense factor (2) must be used for both 
passenger and carrier combined? 
A. B 

Q. If Indirect Fire orders have k e n  written in 
advance for a turn. the unit can still hold its fire . 
but can it move if it does not fire? 

Q: In some situations. armament is not listed for the A. Yes 
FB's. What do you use, rockets or bombs? Q. Suppose a unit is in hex Y ,  and another unir 
A: Either, at your option, before players set up their into hex y and at that instant is hit by 
units. (XlV.B.6.. p. 14) O~oortunitv Fire. Can it be attacked sewarate from . . 
Q: When aircraft attack targets on slopes, hilltops. other units in the hex? 
etc.. is their AS halved? 
A: No. 

A. Yes, unless it is in a town hex. 

r 
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The release of T H I R D  R E l C H  has spurred 

an interest in the might-have-beens of World 
War //-especially as they relate to the 
activities of the neutraipowers. The allianceof 
Turkey with the Germans in TH1RD RElCH is 
probably the most devastating variation in the 
Minor Chart. Mike Markowtiz has extended 
this devastating punch to STALIM GRAD 
where he makes a strong case for Turkish 
intervention. Anyone trying this veriant 
shouldbe sure to grace the Russians with 4-6- 
8 replecements-in fact, 4-8- 70 might well be 
a necessity. 

In the diplomacy of World War 11, Spain and 
Turkey were the major "armed neutrals" courter' 
by both the Allies and the Axis. A division of 
Spanish "volunteers" fought on the Eastern Front 
against the Soviet Union, but Generalissimo 
Franco refused to join the Axis in a full-scale 
assault on the vital British bastion of Gibraltar. 
Far less is known about the role of Turkey in the 
war, but a study of some of the available sources 
suggests an interesting variant for STALIN- 
G RA D. 

The Politics of Prewar Turkey 
In the First World War, Turkey fought on the 

German side. The defeat of 1918 kd to the fall of 
the Ottoman Empire and the rise of a Republic 
under the leadership of Mustafa Kemal, the best 
Turkish gneml  of the war. The new republic 
fought a War of Independence against its internal 
and external enemies until 1923, then embarked 
upon a period of radical social reformsdesigned to 
bring the ancient nation into the Twentieth 
Century. An important diplomatic landmark was 
the Montreaux Convention (1936) which "neu- 
tralized" the Turkish Straits, the strategic water- 
way between the Black Sea and the Mediter- 
ranean. In 1938, as  the threat of war came closer, 
Kemal, the "father of Modern Turkey," died. 
"There is an  oral tradition that his last political 
testament to his people had been 'to be as ready as  
possible and then, come what may, to stay on 
England's side, because that side was certain to 
win in the long run."' (B. Lewis, p. 289). His 
successor, Ismet ~ngnu,  duly signed a Treaty of 
Alliance with France and Britain in 1939. But 
Turkey was also bound by close economic and 
emotional ties to Germany. Over half of Turkey's 
foreign trade went to Hitler's Reich, including 
Germany's only source of vital chromium. "While 
many Turks resented Germany's intention to 
make Turkey . . . a virtual protectorate, many 
others, especially among the military, had a warm 
feeling for the martial and efficient Teutonic 
nation." (Lencrowski, p. 139). One by one, 
Turkey's b l k a n  neighbors fell into the German 
orbit. In March, 1941 German troops occupied 
Bulgaria, bringing Panzer spearheads to within 
100 miles of Istanbul. Franz von Papen, Hitler's 
best diplomat, was sent to  the Turkish capital, 
Ankara 

In the Spring 01 1941 Germany's position was so 
strong after her Balkan victories that Turkey 
reluctantly agreed to begin negotiations on a 
bilateral treaty. Yon Papen sought to secure 
Ankara's permission to unlimited transit of 
German war materials and passage of a disguised 
contingent of troops through Turkish territory 
toward Iraq. Syria and Iran. (tencrowski, p. 
141). 

On June 18, 1941 the Turks and Germans 
signed a ten-year non-aggression treaty. Four days 
later, the Wehrmacht moved apins t  the Soviet 
Union. 

When Germany invaded Russia the Turkish 
Government declared its neutrality in the new 
conflict, but the Turks were far from neutral in 
spirit. The ancient hatred for Russia, despite 25 
years of refative official friendship, was too 
strong. The Turkish Foreign Minister, Sara- 
co"gu, told von Papen privately that 'Ithis is no 
war, i t  is a crusade." (Trirningham, p. 76). 
As early as  medieval times, Russian Tsars had 

coveted the Turkish Straits as an outlet to the rich 
Mediterranean world; this is still a strategic 
objective of Soviet foreign policy. "After 
. . . 1941, Turkish feelings towards the Axis 

began to assume a more positive form. Russia was, 
after all, their ancient hereditary enemy, against 
whose relentless southwardadvance they had been 
fighting a desperate rearguard defense for centu- 
ries." (B. Lewis, p. 290). In addition, many Turks 
felt sympathy and concern for the Turkic- 
speaking peoples of Soviet Central Asia, the 
Caucasus and the Crimea, who had suffered 
cruelly under Stalin's regime. A "Pan-Turanian" 
movement, supported by such high military 
officers as Marshall Fevzi Cakmak, Chief of the 
Turkish General Staff, promoted the idea of an 
independent Turkic state to be carved out of 
Soviet territory occupied by the Germans. 

THE TURKISH ARMED FORCES IN 1941 
T h e  Turkish soldier has a well deserved 
reputation for hardihood, staminaand theability 
to stand privation. With military training 
compulsory, some two million men have been 
trained . . . " 
(Drucker, 'Turkey and the Balance of Power." 
A rlanric, April, '4 1)  
The Turkish Republic inherited the glorious 

military traditions of the Ottoman Empire, which 
had, in its long history, extinguished the Byzantine 
Empire, conquered most of the Arab world and 
overrun Europe up to the Walls of Vienna. In 1941 
the Turkish Army still contained many veteran 
officers and NCO's who had fought in WW 1 and 
the Turkish War of Independence. The Army was 
first mobilized in January 1940 as the war 
approached Turkey's borders, and it continued to 
grow throughout the war years; from 22 divisions 
in 1939 it expanded to 45 divisions by 1945. At the 
beginning of the War, German and Soviet 
equipment and tactical doctrines were predomi- 
nant, but after American lend-lease aid was 
extended in late 1941, large quantities of British 
and American equipment arrived. 

Here is the 1939 Order of Battle (from Dupuy, 
World in Arms) 

Role for Turkey in STALINGRAD 
BY 

Mike Markowtiz 

AIR FORCE 

150 Bombers 

300 Fighters 

100 Recon. Planes 

400 second line (obsolete) aircraft 

600 twined pilots 

NAVY 

I Battle Cruiser (the Yavuz, formerly the German 
Geobn  "most powerful unit in the Black Sea" this 
ship was continuously modernized and sewed 
until 1960.) 
2 old light cruisers 

4 Destroyers 

9 Submarines 

Turkey's naval importance was not its fleet, 
however, but itsstraits. After heavy Nazi pressure 
on the Turkish government, some light German 
naval forces were secretly allowed to passthrough 
into the Black Sea, where they met with little 
Russian opposition. A major effect of Turkish 
neutrality was to keep the Royal Navy out of the 
Black Sea, where it might have given significant 
support to the Soviets. 

The deployment of Turkish forces shifted 
decisively Eastward during the early years of the 
war. Initially, it appears that Turkish forces were 
rather evenly distributed to meet possible threats 
from the Germans in Greece and Bulgaria, the 
Allies in Syria, Iraq and Persia, and the Russians 
in the Caucasus. In January 1940. "Turkish forces 
on the Russian frontier were reported to number 
200,000-about twice the usual number," (N Y 
Times, Jan. 17, 1940.) By February, this force had 
been built up to 300,000. Ayear later, the total 
Turkish Army numbered over 800,000, with 
perhaps half facing Russia. 

Initially, the Turks had obsolescent Soviet and 
Czech armored equipment. A March I941 photo 
of Turkish Army maneuvers in the N Y Times 
shows Russian BA-32 armored cars. A year later 
"Von Papen suggested that Germany should equip 
a Turkish armored division." and Hitbraporoved I 
the plan, even though the Germans weidesper- 
ately short of tanks for their own Panzer units 
{Trimingham, p. 86). 

The German strategy with regard to Turkey 
was basically simpk. First they sought Turkish 
permission to move Cerman forces overland 
against the British in Syria, and Palestine, 
threatening the Suez Canal and the oil of the 
Persian Gulf. Next they sought Turkish aid in an 
attack on the Soviet Caucasus Front (an entire 
Army Group covering the Turkish border; see The 
Wesr Pain! Atlas, map 23). 6atum.a major Soviet 
port was only 10 miks from the Turkish frontier 
and the vital Baku oil fields lay within bomber 
range (300 miles) of bases in Eastern Turkey. A 
German-Turkish advance through the Caucasus 
would directly threaten Stalingrad from the 
South. Now we can &gin to simulate some of 
these possibilities within the format of the game 
STA LlNGRA D. 
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 he STAEINGBAD Variant 

A. Counters 
We will need to make up some additional 

counters to represent the Turkish forces that 
might have been available for the campaign. We 
'can assign combat factors on a comparative basis: 
,we know that Turkish infantry was, traditionally, 
far more tenacious in the defense thanin the attack 
jthe Turkish brigade that took part in the Korean 
War fought some brilliant defensive actions). So 
we can assign the Tuxkishcorpsan attack factor of 
3 (equivalent to the Italian or Hungarian forces, 
who were, in teality, far less motivated to fight 

' Russlp) and a defense factor of4(equivalent to the 
German line infantry corps). The single Turkish 
cavalry corps could be rated as 3 4 6  (somewhat 
better than the ltalian or Rumanian cavalry, but 
not equal to the Soviet cavalry corps, which 
incorporated considerable tank elements.Game 
design always requires that we make simplifying 
assumptions, so we can assume that any armored 
units the Germans supply to the Turks would be 
employed "off the map" against the British in the 
Mideast. This would also apply to a sizable 
proportion of the available Turkish infantry, 
regardless of the date at which we have Turkey 
entering the war. Six corps in I941 and eight in 
1942 seems like a reasonable figure; six corps or 
eighteen divisions would correspond to about 
270.00 men, or about the size of the force reported 
on the Soviet border in 1940. 

B.  replacement^ 
We will need a replacement rate for the 

Turkish forces. Germany, with a wartime popula- 
- tion of about 50 million, gets4 replacement factors 
per month. The wartime population of Turkey 
was under 20 million, and we can assume that the 
training, conscription and transportation systems 
were less efficient. So 1 replaaement factor per 
month sEms like a reasonable allowance-i.e., 
about three corps per year could be "rebuilt" from 
the "dead pile." 

C. Deployment 
Deployment is another problem. The STA- 

LINGRAD Board was not designed to allow for 
Turkish participation, and things are a bit 
cramped along the Southern edge of the map. We 
can give our Turks the benefit of the doubt and 
allow them to deploy on the border hexes XX26, 
XX27, and XX28 at the top of the Black Sea. Aa 
with Finland, we can allow the Germans to deploy 
up to two infantry corps in Turkey as soon as the 
Turks enter the war (but mechanized units should 
be forbidden due to the difficulties of supplying 
such forces over the limited Turkish rail net, or 
maneuvering them through the extremely rugged 
terrain of the Caucasus. Of course the Turks also 
have the option of deployingpart of their available 
forces in Thrace (the European part of Turkey, 
west of Istanbul) and bringing them into action by 
rail on the main Eastern Front, just like the other 
German allies. 

NOW we come to the most hypothetical part of this 
simulation; the rules for Turkish'intervention and 
the lntervention Results Table. 

D. Intervention 
We cannot assign probabilities to events that 

never occurred. But we can argue that some 
outcomes were more plausible than others and if 
'X" had happened, then "Y" would have been 
more likely to take place. The following table 
represents a serious attempt to evaluate a wide 
range of political and military factors. When The 
I 

Turkish Intervention Option is being used in 
Stalingrad. the German Player will roll the die 
h e j o r ~  the initial set-up. The die roll is then cross- 
indexed with the following table: 

INTERVENTION RESULTS TABLE (IRT) 
June, 1941 ' 

Die Roll R ~ u l t  
I German Player may employ 

Turkish army beginning on 
Turn 1 

Turkish army enters war after 
German capture of Sevas- 
topol and Odessa 

Turkish army enters war aftcr 
German capture of Sevastopol, 
Odessa and Stalingrad. 

Turks do not enter war, but 
Soviet player must keep- at 
least two 4 4 4  units in the 
Caucasus until Dec. 1942 

Turks do not enter war, but 
Soviet Player must keep at 
least two 4 4 4  units in the 
Caucasus until May, 1943 
(end of game) 

Turks do not enter war. Soviet 
Player need not keep any forces 
in the Caucasus. 

Implications for other gama 
The  possibility of Turkish intervention should 

be considered as an option in any present or future 
game dealing with the Eastern Front. or theentire 
Second World War. The potential effects on the 
Mideast and North African fronts are even more 
dramatic than on the Eastern Front. Rules for 
such intervention should be tied closely to the 
degree of German succcss. An intriguing possibil- 
ity is the provision of a rule allowing Turkish 
intervention on the Allied side after 1943. In 
February 1943, Churchi himself visited Turkey 
in an effort to secure Turkish cooperation against 
Germany. ThiS meeting "was consequently fol- 
lowed by visits to Ankara of top British comman- 
ders in the Middle East. These men counted on 
Turkey's entry into the war by the Fall op 1943" 
(Lenczowski, p. 144). In April 1944 the Turks cut 
cff the supplv of chromium to Germany (accord- 
ing to H~tler's armaments minister. Speer, this 
move helped to doom Germany's war industry). 
Diplomatic relations were broken off in August 
1944, and finally, as a formality, Turkey declared 
war on Germany in February 1945, in order to 
secure a seat at the peace table, although no 
military operations were undertaken at that late 
date. 

In Conclusion: How Credible? 
Through skillful diplomacy, the Turks 

managed to avoid being drawn into the Second 
World War. This is a tribute to the wisdom and 
patience of their leaders; it spared them the losses 
and suffering which most of the nations of Europe 
experienced. Bur with less luck and a few small 
changes in the variables, the event might have 
gone quite dilferently. The case of Thailand i s  an 
interesting comparison. Prewar Thailand had a 
pro-western civilian elite and a pro-Japanese 
military leadership. As the Japanese overran 

There are several basic assumptions behind Southeast Asia, the pressure on Thailand in- 
this table. First, that the better the Germans do, creased and a military coup brought the Thais into 
the greater the likelihood of Turkish intervention. and disastrous alliance with Japan, 
Second. that the mere threat of Turkish entry Modern Turkey has seen several military take- 
would pin down significant Soviet forces on the .,,, ,in, the war, the wehrmacht had not 
Turkish border. For the Purposes of thegame, the ground to a halt before Moscow, Leningrad and 
"Caucasus" is defined as the belt of Mountain Stalingrad, the pressure on the Turks to Fall in line 
hexes southeast of Batum on the map. (Soviet with Hitler's New Order might have become 
maps call this range the "Mal i~  Kavkaz" or "little overwhelming, even if the final outcome of the war 
Caucasus;) itself was never in doubt. 

Special limitations on Turkiih Forcers: 
Turkish forces may not move beyond the 

Volga River or on the northern (top) half of the 
board. This reflects the political realities of the 
situation-no nation wants its army used beyond 
its own area of concern. The Finns for example, 
advanced inio the Soviet Union only as far as the 
limit of territory they claimed. There they halted 
for the rest of the war, much to the annoyance of 
the Germans. At most, the Finns might have 
occupied Leningrad (had the Germans taken it) 
and perhaps Estonia, which is inhabited by a 
people ethnically related to the Finns. In practice, 
however, the lack of such a political restriction on 
Finnish forces does not greatly affect the realism 
of STALINGRAD, since there is usually little 
opportunity for the Finns to leave their own 
boundaries. 

Turkish forces may trace a supply line back to 
their border hexes or they may draw supplies from 
German sources. Turkish units that kg in  their 
turn at lstanbul may move by sea to Odessa or 
Sevastopol if both ports are occupied by Axis 
forces. A limit of two units per turn may use this 
special sea movement. (Turkish entry into the war 
would have virtually aasured Axis control of the 
Black Sea). Units that use sea movement may 
move normally by land in the same turn. 
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The &sic Came of ihe revised A NZlO provides 
us with an excellent medium for n Serks Replay. It 
is bork concise (15 ~urns)  and playable - yet 
extremely involved in the ractical options and 
possibilities il offers to participants and spectators 
alike. 7hisparticular march wasplayedfac~to$ace 
at one sitting last December; no mean fear when o m  
considers the immense omount of written observe 
lions which musr be recorded between every move in 
any Series Replay. Tom Oleson, for those who don't 
read Design Credits, is the author of the revised 
ANZIO. Joel Davis who played n role in the 
playtesring stage of she game's development 
provides us with rke neutral COn1met~6Ory. His 
remarks are printed in italics afrer each move. 

GERMAN INITIAL SETUP: 

The HG unit has been placed at Vesuvio because 
this doubled defensive position cramps a Napoli 
invasion and assures that a Salerno invasion will not 
produoe a swift overland drive on Napoli. This 
having been decided, it's almost mandatory to place 
the NW 71 with HG, because placing such a weak 
unit alone a t  Napoli or Caserta invites an Allied first 
turn breakthrough attack (See Rule 13) that could 
be very unpieasant indeed. 

The 16th Panzer is at U 4 7  because 1 happen to 
know my opponent strongly favors a Termoli 
invasion in the Basic Game, with good reason. 
Terrnoli is not so far north as to risk getting bottled 
up -it would be difficult to prevent such a landing 
from linking up with South End Option forces - 
and gives the Allies immediate possession of terrain 
otherwise difficult to capture in an overland drive. 

Thus, my setup is basically designed to discour- 
age Allied landings a t  Napoli and Termoli. My 
opponent must choose the "safe," but time consum- 
ing Salerno - or risk landing farther north. 

SERIES REPLAY 
ALLIES: Tom Oleson 
GERMAN: Mark Saha 

COMMENTATOR: Joel S. Davis 
-- - .  , Y - 

SET-UP 
7Fte unrnodiFed &sic Game is probably the 

only one in which an East Coast first invasion is 
really proJirnbl+mostly due to airpower. How- 
ever, in the k i c  Game, ir  gives relatively easy 
access lo rhree victory cities-while the South End 
provides a pincer ro grab the other. 

The goals for both sides are quire direct. The 
rules list eight victory cities. but since the players 
include the designer of rhis game edition, PI1 take 
rkeir word that Anzio is the 9th. In any case, the 
German must hold ar leasr five; alternately, t h  
Allies must capture and hold at least five. There are 
onlyjifreen rums . . . bork sides-but especially the 
A llies-must keep the primary objecrive-five 
victory cities-in mind at all times. 

Given rhese factors, rhe placement of 16th 
Panzer ar U-47is ro rakendvanrageof one ofthe few 
good delaying positions near the Terrnoli beaches. 
Tke position of Herman Goering and 71 Nebelwcr- 

fer is somewhat more subtle. They must bepbced 
together to keep the allies from gaining exrra 
movement from overkill on the smaller unit. They 
cannot be surrounded in Naples . . . but-uplaced 
there-would allow Allied unirs ro capture Salerno 

and the hills at M-59. placement ar Vesuvio does 
much to hinder a good defensive position for the 
Allied invaders anywhere in rhar area. 

Sept. I1 Allied Move: 
A strong Vesuvi~ garrison discourages invasion 

at both Napoli and Salerno, although the latter is 
still possible. I believe that the Allies have a chance 
with an invasion at nearly any beach, but I favor 
Termoli, for several reasons. Temoli  itself is hard to 
capture except by invasion because of the rivers to 
the South. One can also threaten Pescara, another 
victory city, and,eventually menace Napoli from the 
Northeast. 

I used to think that the presence of 16th Pz near 
Termoli prevented invasion there, but after consid- 
erable study 1 conclude that it can still be done, 
albeit with an unorthodox approach. 

This is the first time I have invaded using only 
the beachhead port capacity. 1 would have said that 
it shouldn't be done, but in this case it appears that 
the Vasto area is a secure lodgement if I am forced 
back into it. Because of my limited beachhead 
capacity, I will put stronger forces than usual in the 
South. 

I've placed the British I Para Divand 2 Para Bde 
at Taranto; US 821504, 36th Div. Cdn 1st Armor 
Bde and Br Cdo 2SS at Messina. The balance of the 
initial OB remains in Sicilia. Next week the 
Germans will be able to attack, so I must 
consolidate. Their 4 hex southern front is the 
optimal delaying stance. 

GERMAN SEPT 11: 

My position cramps his beach, almost to the 
point of putting me on interior lines. The northern 
wing of his position is the weakest, and it would be 
tempting indeed to roll it up on one turn with a 
sequence of Breakthrough and Second Combat. 
Unfortunately, I can't do  that and hold off the 
South End forces a t  the same time. This is very 
frustrating. I'arn overdefending everywhere, yet 
unable to deploy effiaently for a good first turn 
offensive reaction. 

JI SEPTEMBER 
Since X-60 is the only doubled square on the 

eastern -side oJ rhe south end, it iF valuable and 
should bc held more strongly. 15rh Pamergrenadier 
is not doubled and can be surrounded at V-47; V-48 
{doarbledandnor surroundable) seems safer andjust 
us exfective. Otherwise, rhis turn went normal- 
ly  . . . the Allies grabbed as much aspossible, while 
the Germans threwupa defensering aroundit, since 
rhere were no profiiabk ploces to launch countcr- 
artacka. Nexr turn will be the keg for them! f ie  
weakrress of ihe Germans in rhe north was a 
mistake. True, Foggia is now more vulnerable, bur ir 
is bound to Jut1 eventually (remember the South 
End), while Pescara may be a hard flghr latar. 

Sept. I11 Allied Move: 
The U S  34th Div, Indian Sth, and I R arrive at 

Taranto; Br 7 Armor Div and 4 Armor Bde plus2 R 
land at Messina. The remainder of the unseen Allied 
OB remains in Sicilia. 

I had to shorten my front drastically to attack 
Chieti and capture Ortona. I probably wouldn't get 
another chance. I am counting on pressure from the 
South to permit a link-up. 

Termoli it is! He will not be denied. Since 16th 
Panzer did not intimidate him, we'll have to see 
whether it should have. 

GERMAN SEPT 111: 

Unfortunately, still no good offensive opportu- 
nities. I have more than enough strength, but it is 
concentrated in too few units. Advanced Game 
substitute counters would allow me a much more 
efficient offensive/ defensive deployment, and the 
difference hurts. 

I've decided to shore up the South End and play 
for time. 

Allied Sept. II Move: Invasion-Terrnolil Strong Allred forces 
are present in Taranto and Messine. 

111 SEPTEMBER 
While rapturing Oriona and Pescuru is impor- 

tant, ihe Ailiedplayershouldneverfirget how many 
objectives lie south and southwest. Considering the 
amount offorce being poured into ihe South h d ,  
he obviously hasn'r. By nor acrivaring aporr on rhe 
Termoli Beach-ix.. Termoii-immediarely, rhe 
Allied pla-ver has taken a substuntial risk. For an 
pxrra I D  poinrs in evenrualsupply cupabilily, kc h a  
limited ihe forces on his beach quize severely. By 
pulling novih of ihe Trigno River, he's made 
aitucking south so difJicult ihnt the entire burden OJ 

a link-up is on the Soulh-End forces. Becawe there 
are so many mountains, those forces are sometimes 
dela-ved a LONG rime! 
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Meonwhik X-60 has been garrisoned in 
. . . but Y-62 (Frmcari and ~h ERS unitj iF a 

poinr. It's getting very close ro Poten- 
. and once Poteplzn falls, X-611 becomes 

OJI impossible to hold. Once rhnr happens, the 
of Foggia and an A {lied link-up come very soon. 

e more westerly posiliom are not so crucial. 
ng 15th Panzergrenadierat V-62, and Frascati, 
I & 2, and 71 Nebelwerfer at T-64 might have 

Allied Move: 
Germans have adjusted their forces to 

e any obvious weak spots. Their control o f  
west of  Ortona is a potential threat but there 
ng I can do about it now. 
82/325G withdraws to Sicilia to rebuild as 

though this one failed. The 2-1 in the South 
y (could have lost 6 steps), but 1 must break 
e. I f  1 get a port my beachhead will be fairly 

RMAN SEPT IV: 

At last, a chance to strike! Unfortunately, no 
1 had a 67% chance o f  destroying the port 
construction at Ortona by putting it within 

OC. I f  I had forced him to retreat, only [st 
a would have advanced to do the job. It would 
e k e n  worth the risk to 1st Para to get the port, 
there was a good chance my unit would have 

tten out alive. No use crying now. The chance to 
al him a crippling blow has been taken, but did 

' Next turn he will have port capacity and interior 
es. He is still pressed hard, but breakout is now 
vitable because o f  my low unit count. Therefore, 
ust revert to the defensive and play for time - 

Meanwhile, in the South. Strategic Movement is 
other ally. I can always switch positions o f  my 

and weak units whenever he masses for an 
-and poor terrain prevents him from doing 

SEPTEMBER 
Low odds o~tacks are not "always"advisable for 
Allies . . . but !his one cerminly was. The 
tial gain-opening up things to the 
west- was great; the potential risk was small. 

zhe same remark applies to the German 
ck on the British 78th infantrj~ . . . there was a 
chance of destroying a valuubIe port and 

luting the Allied right wing. The troops could 
nainb have extricated themselves . . . but at the 
t of valuable rime. The rkks were small here 
. . . the A {lies are no~powerjui enough to pose a 

iow survival riFk to the Parachute Corps. 
I qree with the Allied Pluyerin his doubtsubout 
German abandoning rka po werfulS-43 posiliom. 
reason, however, is obvious. The two ERS units 
ding !hip position me only worth 8 {doubled to 

rand arrackers are halved). having rhe units on 
3 wouldnot on!v allow a 1-1 toseize theposition 
rn T-42, bul would be a much berm soak-off to 
round the parachute units than against 16th 
nzer (lripled!). Ltuving this powerjirl but 

accessable posirion held b-v only two defeme 
aors was the original error by the German player. 
w rhe Allied player can attack from T-42, forcing 

azrark ro reoccupy S-43 $the Allied units 

moment, German tactical experthe seems 
Contrasted with the blunder losing S-43, 

chelIent advantage being taken of rhc rivers 
lh. He is using the River Agri, for example, 
awful frustration on tkc Allied Player! 
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Allled Sept. Ill Mme: The Germen 3rd R G r  is hit 8t3-1 odds, is. 36th Dtv, and the British 2SS Cdo from Messine, while t k  
reduced to-2-3 status and retreats to hem V39. The 82/325G British 1st Para Div and 2nd Para Bde make thelr appearance 
loses astep in the snack end is removed tosicilia as an invertad from Taramo. 
muntar. The Allied  laver has exited 82/504. Cdn 1 Arm Bde. US 

Allied Sept. IV Mwe: The German player has brought on his and Frascati retreatedto Potem. On the beachhead the Br.Gds 
new replacement unit to U39. The Atliss hers only 1 R left off are brought back from Sicilie and a port city is built atortona. A 
h e r d  at Taranto. In the south the US 34th and 38th Divisions 1-1 attack wlth the British 5th andCanadian 1st Divisionsvs the 
plus the 0ritlsh 1 Para Div and 2 Para Bde successfullv assault 2nd Par0trOOrr results in each Allied unit losina a sten and - .  
Frascati and the Ersatz unit at 2-1.   he ~rsera  unit iseliminated retreating to the hills west of Vasto. 

Allied Oct. I Moue: In his turn theGerman player brought on his 
4th replacement unit at Nawli end promptly rushed ~ttothe front 
at (166. In a major effort to destroy the Allied port, the Germen 
1st and 2nd Para Dlvisionsattacked the British 78th at U42at 3- 
1 odd* but lost astepfrom the Istfortheir efforts.TheAllres land 
the US 3rd and45th Divisions and the82/326G to takepart ma 
1-1 counterattack which corns them a step and turns the latter 

Overall, luck was against thr German tkiF 
turn . . . but no1 ovrrwheitningly so. Both sides had 
nasr,v breaks-the A [lies in not winning their 1-1 lost 
a chance to open up the ~ourh  end of their 
kachkead, but rhe Germans at Ieast made a high 
odds (3-1) attack! Furthermore, destroying theport 
and dividing the beachhead in half mighr well have 
set the Allies so far Behind schedule as to have 
dtrided rke game. Bad luck could and did strike 
both sides . . . hut rke German lost a more valuabk 
prize! 

Oct. I Allied Move: 
The attack o f  the German Para corps was cause 

unlt intaanrnvertad counter Atsasn~vingon the beeehheadthls 
turn are the Brltlsh 23rd and two replacement units To the 
south, the Allies do better attacking 26th Panzer at 1-1 odds 
where they force a retreat to SI1 andeliminetetrm steps. Both 
Brltlsh Pare unlts rakes step loss In the anaek the 2nd R r a  M e  , 
bwcom~ng inverted. > '  ' I 

I 

for alarm, but even if  1 had lost Ortona, so long as I , .> 
retain the protected position around Vasto, my 
beachhead is secure. 1 believe they erred in pulling 
back from the tremendously strong position at S43. 
In the South, he has the advantage o f  the East/ West 
roads running through Potenza, while my commu- 
nications are cut by two rivers. H e  has cleverly left 
his weaker units near Sapri where 1 cannot attack in 
strength. 

Eight Replacements remain in Sicily. M y  hopes 
for a quick link-up are running high due to my 
capture of  the vital road junction of  Potenza, and 
the rebuff o f  the German Paracorps west o f  Ortona. 
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GERMAN OCT I: 

The Ers unit at P67 is a sacrifice togain one more 
turn of precious time. The front is going to widen 
soon, and due to my low unit count I'm already 
stretched to the limit. Fortunately, reinforcements 
Start to arrive next turn. 

I OCTOBER 
This rurn, we had the curious example of A l k d  

gains demonstrating  he wigom of German tactics! 
In  the Ortonanrea, the Allies were forced tospenda' 
turn cleaning up their beach-head byforcing out the1 
paratroopers, rarher r h n  artncking to rhe south, 
where rheir obiectives lie! Meanwhile, the Allies 
made ;he necessary ortack on Potenza and wpre Allied Om. I1 Mwe: The German Ersatz unit is brought on at absorbs replecwments at U85 to come up to full strengtn. I 

enouk to a rel,.ent at rhe Napoli and moved to W48. In the south, the Allies make a 4-1 New Zealanders and another Replarwment unit land on 1 
agalnsl the Nebelwerfer and Ersatz unit at R65 which results in beachhead while 82/325G, the British 5th. and Canadian 1 

weakness of rh@ German right W ~ W  is again their elimination. The Canadian 1 Armor Bde and 82/604 absorb Div~sion wlthdrawto Ortena to take on  re^^=^-^^^^==^^^^ .v-...v. ..* ". ,- -..- "- 
decepriva . . . fhe River Agrisrilislops largeattacks th. 1os-s and bemma invsnsd cnlmtrrs Thg 2nd Para Bde turn once again at full strength. I 1  . . 

on the ERS unit at P-67. 
Luck favored the Allies thbrurn . . . forcing the 

Potenza position so fast puts real pressure on the 
Germans. They wilI not be able iofores fall an Allied 
link-up much longer. 

Oct. II Allied Move: 
Having lost Potenza, and failed to retake 

Ortona, the Germans must revert to thc defensive. 
Their use of a sacrificial rear-guard in the South is 
clever. 

Nine R remain in Sicilia. Destroying a unit is 
alwayscausefor celebration in ANZIO, evenasmall 
unit, since they're useful for coastal defense. Next 
turn I should be ready to attack out of the 
kachhead. 

GERMAN OCT 11: Allied Oct. Ill Move: The German has surrendered territory Brltlsh Sthvs theHermanGoer~ng Division.Al4 3 unitsareforc 
grudgingly all over the board. New Emmz units are rushed tothe to retreat. Elsewhere they have more luck as the US 3 and4 

~~~~i~~ on by the fingernails! sacrifled the front from Roma {V38) and Napol~ (P84). In the wuth the Allies D~vrsrons advance after thew suecessfu13-1 vs Frascatl and the 

two units at P64 togain still another turn. I need remove the German ersstz roadblmk at 3-1 odds whlls 82/504 ~ r s a k a t  ~ 4 8 .    he ~ r s a a  uoit iseliminatedand ~rascetirstred 
and the Canadian 1st Bde rebulld from Inverted counter status. to X47 after becoming an mvened counter. The Br~tish 23rdm 

time desperately to allow arrivingreinforcements to Results are rnlxed on the beachhead as the N ~ W  ~ea~anders and 201st G& Br~gadseach taheasteplossin thealtaeksndbecoms 
deolov efficentlv in the line. the US Rangers each lose a step In thelr 1-2 ma& with the ~nvwrted counters 1 

'TI& situatiok is tense and not unlike Goebbels' 
description of another Italian battle -victory will 
probably go to the side that gets reinforcements into 
action first! 

I1 OCTOBER 
It's worth noting thar the Alliedplayer viokted 

sracking rules whiIe rebuilding at Ortona. The three 
actual corn bar unirs rota1 seven stocking points; the 
three replacement units rornl rhree more. The rules 
sp~cify that no more than Spoints may stop on one 
hex . . . here it is char that ten stopped. 

Another turn has been used up in rhe Termoli 
area with no real results . . . though the exfiterne of 
all rhree rebuilt writs muy justify this later. More 
inrportant k rke slow progress in rke South. 
Destroying Nebelwerfer was nice, but ir should not 
be over-rared. There are a lot of mountains out thar 
way! 

The German8 have somewhat tightened their 
defenses, taking neat advantage of the small river 
near Vallo. Such tactics are things ihe German 
player should always be thinking about. Rivers will 
stop enemy troops a full turn-which is often more 
than friendly forces are capable of. 

Oct. 111 Allied Move: 
The German executed more clever rear-guard 

action, this time near Vallo. 
Only 5 R units remain in Sicilia. The Germans 

are holding me up down South more than I 
expected, but surely I can link up in a turn or two, 
and then head for Saierno and Napoli. 

GERMAN OCT 111: 

My deployment may look a little odd - but 

immediately droppad back to it's origlnal status by a 3-1 ana& 1 
legal - because I've done considerable shuffling Pescara to Salerno. And I must shorten the line to 
around trying to figureouta way to assault Pescara. create reserves to meet the second invasion threat 
It was a serious mistake to let him take it in the fint that begins Nov. I. 
place. What I would really LIKE to do is retake 
Pescara and abandon Salerno - trade one city for Fortunately, he couldn'i exploit the South End 
the other - because an Ortona-tevesuvio line this turn because mud hasset in - another welcome 
would be considerably shorter than my present .ally. 



musr be broken to  the southwest as fasr aspmsible 
to threaten the upesrern vicrorjl cities. 

The Allied arracks in the south were quite 
eptable, gaining a lot of' ground. The apparenr 

erman weakness war  Eboli is only apparent- 

ix factors to bear on Frascati and the ERS mit. 
'T&e undoubledposition occupied by 26th Panzer is 

weak one, but resolving rhis problem would 

ERMAN OCT IV: 

1 also see the fundamental error that got meinto 
is mess - not taking hex 5-43. It's much stronger 

All I can do is bulld 26th Pz, and hang o n .  . . 

IV OCTOBER: GERMAN TURN 
I have dividedthis turn into two parts becauseso 

many sigpli$icani ihings happened. The Germans 
could no longer hold the South &d line and, by 
~~omolidating rheir own lines, h v e  allowed an 
Allied link-up. The Allies now hold Pescara, 
Termoli, and (next turn) Foggia. A coastal city can 

'be grabbed b,v a second invasion-that's four cirie~. 
S@ial@rno, ar the far right endof the German line, is a 
strong choice for the fgth. 

1st Pwarrooper, on the he&hrsab~veSalerno, is 
in agood defensiveposirion. Nevertheless, the Allies 
have eight turns to Y @ ~ U C F  il . . . more thought 
skaufd have beengiven roprotection to theeast. At 
this stage, rhe north and northwest defen~e lines 
around rke beach-head are probably over- 
defended. . . there aren't any really valuable 
positions up there, while Salerno is pro hbly  the key 
to the German's remaining hopes. A large unit 
should be posted at P-58. 

Nov. I Allied Move: 
He is strong enough to attack, but obviously 

reluctant to do  so because of my upcoming invasion 
potential. I have no intention of invading until mud 
is over, his line is longer, and until it is too late for his 
invasion reaction to matter, 

I really should pose an invasion threat, but 1 
want to mass for a push north, as he won't expect 
that. If I can get some good odds attacks I will 
letlgthen his line so that he has few units for coastal 
defense. At last, link-up has been achieved. 

GERMAN NOV I: 

Regret 26th Pz could not complete rebuilding to 
strength this turn. 15th Panzer may look exposed, 
but it represents 27 defense factors at T59. There 
was gravel in the oatmeal when they made that 
cookie, so he's perfectly welcome to take a bite. Also 
2nd Para at R46 is protected by High Appenines. 

Nonetheless, the overall situation is very 
gloomy. 1 am unable to shorten my front to create 
reserves, and face second invasion. 

I NOVEMBER 
As a normal tactic, it is generally good fa  wait till 

late December before launching an invasion. The 
Second Invasion Reaction forces don't have rime to 
do anything. and rhe Germans may well nor h m  
rime to recapture critical victory cities. However, 
the merefaci that this is true d m  not mean that a 
better invasion opportunity may nor show up 
sooner! Whenaver the German is vulnerable, the 
Allied player should be ready to polmce. On that 
basis, slatianing five brigades at 1"-45 is a mistake. 

Allied Nov. I Mws: The German has reluctantly mnoeeded 
Allled link-up. The 26th Panzer takes adwanurge GI the 
withdrawal to rebu~ld ~ntd a 4-6-12 The Allled player limits 
himself to rsbuilding also. as fhe New Zealanders. 82/504. and 
the Brrtlsh 2nd Para Bde rebuild to full strength Thrss unused 
replacements remain at both Term011 and F q p ~ a  
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n e y  contribute little to Allied defenses, yet are no? 
threatening invarion-as the}] could b ~ .  

In fact, the siruarfon is not badeven now for an 
invasion . . . rhougk it isearly, rke Germanplayer& 
virutally ignoring his Eastern c ~ t .  How long will 
he continue to  do so? 

Meaau.kile, assuming no invasion, the logical 
poinr for an Alliedarzack was Frascariand rke ERS 
units at I - I ,  soaking off againsf the m o r e p o w e ~ u f  
1st Puratroop unil. Advance is nof necessary . . . 
even a "no movemmr" resulr would force rhe 
.Salerno position-a 50JSO chance. 

Alrernately, 26th Panzer and the ERS unit with 
it could he attacked. Wivniwg here not only takes 
{he hill, bur eflmtive(v forces the positions at R-49 
and T-49. fie on{v real disadvanruge ro this attack 
is, uf course, the risk ofcasua/t ies preventing better 
attacks later . . .future events, though, will demon- 
strare rkar rke Allied player didn? really have 
anvfhing better in mind, 

The Germnn, on the other hand has responded 
in a ver-v careless way. He has reduced forces on the 
heighrs above Salerno to rhe poinr where Allied 
.forces couldget a 2-1. Ifthe Allies take Salerno, it's a 
small matter for an invasion to  grab one more city, 
Salerno is noup the key to the whole 
situation . . . ond neither side seems to realize if! 

It's also clear that the Germaa is not expectinga 
major push ro the norrh . . . and with good reason. 
7be Allied ployer has no real objectives north of 
Pescara-jus t endless possible defense lines! fiere 
are fir more profitable  place^ for Ailied attacks, 

Nov. 11 Allied Move: 
Some of the German positions are exposed, but 

there is too much chance to lose 4-6 factors in 1 - 1  or 
2-1 attacks. My plan is to push north, inducing him 
to reinforce that sector at the expense of the South, 
where I will then push in the direction of Salerno, I 
Napoli, and Cassino, 

Securing a bridgehead over the Pescara River 
should enable me to get some basic oddsattacks and 
to lengthen the German front. Further south, I was 
able to make a basic odds (undoubled position) 
attack, but not without a soak-off. 

1 don't know if I want to push on Salerao after 
all, for two reasons: he is defending it strongly on 
doubled positions, which could cost me heavy 
casualties, and an invasion at Napoli increasingly 
appeals to me. One unit at Caserta could block the 
Volturno River bridge. A second unit could reach 
just north of Salerno. A third could hold Vesuvio. 
Moreover, the Initial Lift here is 14 points (75%). 
which is plenty for the plan above. If 1 take Salerno, 
he will fall back on Yesuvio, and this plan would no 
longer work. 

The ideal time would be Dec. 111, as fairweather 
would enable the units which do not invade to shift 
quickly to crush the units between Salerno and 
Caserta. It is also late enough now for his 
invasion reinforcement not to be able to counter- 
attack. 

Untilthen. I will try to extend the front so that he 
can spare only 2 or 3 units for coastal defense. 

GERMAN NOV 11: 

The Allied drive north is " a  blow into the air" as 
there is nothing of strategic value there. 

This turn brings more reinforcements and a 
reasonably strong line. Nonetheless, I see no 
solution to the fundamental problem of an  
overextended front and threat of asecond invasion 
from the rear. He has plenty of time to win, and 
unless I can find a way to free some units there's 
nothing I can do to stop him. I 
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AHled Nw. I I  Move: The German has nmaitemptedany attack 
or burlds, but the All~es launch 4 attacks. Thq US 3rd. 45th. and 
Br. 56th Diu~s~onsprovide the bulkof the muscle fm a 3-1 vs the 
German 85th Infantry whlch reduces ~t to a 1-2-8 and forces a 
retreat to $39 23 Bde and 201 Gds beeomelnvened wuntersin 
abswbrng All~edcasualr~es The 1.3soak-off agarnst HuDcoslsa 
slsp each for the CanadIan lsiand Brltlsh 5th. but also reduces 
HuD to a 3-6 The 1-1 agalnst the German 1st Paratrwresuks 
In the latter losing an Ersatz unlt whlle the Br. 4th Bde l o s ~ s  a 
step The US 36th Dlvlslon loses two steps to a 2-3-! 2 In rts 1-3 
soak-off vs 16th Panzer 

I1 NOVEMBER 
The Allied player demonstrated a very- small 

sense of proportion this turn. Tke artacks in the 
north signlficunil~~ weaken rhe Allied Army for litrle 
positional gain-rkough luck on rhese attacks 
ranged from average lo exlremeb good (HuD's 
position was forced!). The German is over- 
dejending  he north io begin with . . . "srretrhing" 
rhar part of his Iine won't do much. 

Tke big misrake was the I - !  aguinsi 1st 
Pararrooper and the Ersatz units, coupled wirh the 
1-3 aguinsr 16th Panzer (doubled). Ekcause of the 
ERS units, 1st Pararrooprr won't be weakened. The 
only gain is rhe hill posiiion-against an expacled 
Alliedloss of 2.84 steps ( I .  16 on ihe I - I ;  1.67 on rhe 
1-3). Hour obouz an artack against Salerno? A 1-1 
ogainsi the Saierno heights-with n 50/50 chance of 
~aking Salerno-has an expecred loss 01 only 2.33 
sreps-a ha(fkrep less, with the same chance of an 
immeasurably greater gain! I hardly consider four 
,factors ( d o u b l e d - e f e i v l  eight) a "strong" 
defense-lhe Allied pla~~er is depleting his forces 
attacking for less valuable positions !hat are equally 
strong. 

Maybe it is confusing rhe Germans, though. On 
the Axis half of rhe turn, the garrison on the hills 
overlooking SuIerna wbs reduced-yes, reduced- 
ro rhree factors (doubled-effectiveb six)! Thanks 
10 mud. rhe AIIies srill can't get more than 1-1 

better h ~ i d  rhar area. 77ie 65th Infuntry is onlv 
pariiai(vprorecredby its position . . . bur given rhar 
the Allies are atlacking north. !he 94rh infintry 
should prove more tempting. 

Allied Nov. I11 Move: 
The-Germans arevery strong. It's not impossible 

that they could annoy me with a counterattack, but I 
suspect they'll prefer to husband their strength 
against the 2nd invasion. 

I have availablea small invasion force, including 
the arriving ISST. This may annoy him a bit, but I 
will just press on extending his line until Dec 111. 

GERMAN NOV 111: 

Again, my deployment may look a little strange 
- but legal '- because I've shifted around in 
considering an offensive. Frankly, those "blows into 
the air" up north are starting to hurt - they 
lengthen my front, and make my Fundamental 
problem more fundamental than ever. "Unit 
hunger" is starting to set in. 

Therefore, I was going to hit the British 1st Para 
at $145 at 4-1 odds. It wouldn't really hurt him, but 
he would have to call off that northern offensive a 
couple of turns to put the situation right. The reason 
1 called it off is because I just can't afford to get 
committed to an east coast offensive while faced 
with a threat of west coast invasion. 

However, now that 1 think about it -since he 
hasn't invaded yet -he's probably not going to do 
so until VERY latc in the game. The reason being 
that my Second Invasion Reaction forces would 
have no chance of coming down fro 

- 

board edge and getting into action before thegame 
is over. 

That being his plan, it's clear 1 must stop the 
second invasion with jorce already on rhr board! 
Which means I musi find a way to shorten the front 
and create those reserves! And right now he's got my 
forces stretched tighter than a high wire in dead 
winter. He's got me. All 1 can do is stay alert and 
look REAL hard for a mistake on his part - any 
chance for an offensive operation - 1 don't think 
he's expecting an offensive, because I've been 
playing pretty passively and it's hard for me to 
concentrate any substantial amount of force. 
Nonetheless, that's about my only hope -a sudden 
counterattack that will gain some territory and 
shorten my front. 

Frankly, the harder 1 look, the less likely an 
such opportunity seems. It's a dismal situation. 

I11 NOVEMBER 
The AIlied player still pressed norrhward rhis 

iurn. True enough, ihe German Iine is being 
exrended . . . bur opporrunirie~ ro ucrually caprure 
objectives are srilI being ignored. It certainly would 
nor hurt ro place some strong unirs within I2 
~novement,fuctvrs oxpositions from which iouttuck 
or Salerno . . . looking forward to a high-odds 
atrack. 

7he G~rmon plover, meanwhile, eonrinues io 
ignore nor on1.v rhe potenrial rhrear a1 Salerno, bur 
invasion threats as well. Admittediy, the poteniiai 
Allied invasion force is small . . . but one or rwo 
German unizs in criticalspors can do a lot ro disrupt 
invasion possibiliiies. I can only assume rhar rhese 
iwoployers hoveplayed this before . . . and that the 
German plaj~er has some intuiiive idea of whar the 
Aliiedpluyer won't iake advanrage of. Whal IJind 
junniest is rhar rke German player speculates on 
zaking zhe oflensive and complains of a shoriage of 
units. almost within the same breath! vrhe German 
pla-ver were truly piece-shorl, 16th Panzer would 
nor be silring back in a position of onb  minor 
uxefuiness and onlv an ERS unit would be 
reinjorcing 291h Panzergrenodier, if onyzhing. 
&I wten 16th Punrer, 3rd Panzergrenudier, and one 
or two spare ERSunirs, there'sadequare srrength 10 
jullj~ defend Sulerrzu und do u bit of screening 
against polenrial invasions. 

Nov. IV Allied Move: 
On the northern flank "Operation Stretch" 

continues. 'To the South, I figured that the attack on 
Salerno couldn't lose. Although I had not planned 
to take Salerno at this time, its weak garrison 
afforded an opportunity too good to pass up. 
ALTHOUGH Salerno did not fall, the Germans 
were forced to divert more units south, which suits 
my basic strategy just line: fewer units for coastal 
defense, and more units which I hope to cut off 
south of the Volturno River. 

GERMAN NOV IV: 

That 1-1 assault against Salerno gave me a real 
scare. I was careless. then lucky. 

But the attack made me realize something else. 
Right now he needs two more cities to win. If he 
takes Salerno, he needs only one city-and can pick 
it off at leisure on a last turn invasion. 

If 1 hold Salerno, he needs two cities-and the 
only second invasion prospect For that is Anrio, 
where both Anzio and Roma are objectives. 
Thercfore. bv holding Salerno, 1 force him to invade - 

agoinsr rhe position . . . bur isn'r that enough? Ailied Mov. I11 Move: TheGermans haw rehuilt 3rd Pz GI to full at Anzio! And, secure in this ftnowledge, that is the 
The G~rman line isorherwisestrong, except rhat and even have an uncommiti* Ersatz to only invasion area I really need to defend. 

rke26rh panzerunirrouldhave beensrationedot 
their credit. The Allies rebuild all their losses and attack the 
German 94th Infantry at 4.1. eliminating the accompanying 1 st A1 last I have some sort of strategy. i.e., hold 

44 zrurpad 0fQ4S. This wouldhavebeen~flecrively Ersatz unit while drepp~ng 82/505 to inverted counter status. Salerno and prevent him from taking BOTH Anzio 
doubled duF 10 [he high appenines, and wouldhave The Atlled player has I replacement units saved in Sic~lia. and Roma on a second invasion. Also. 1 must 
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remember that 1 need a continuous ftont on the last 
game turn to win. i may yet havea chance. But it will 
be close! If Salerno goes. I have no chance as he can 
strike anywhere! 

And so I have strengthened my line accordingly. 
Frascati unit may appear weak at P-48, but I can't be 
strong everywhere. Cassino is a false objective; I can 
easily stop him if he drives on it through the Frascati 
unit and urould much prefer that to his northern 
offensive anyway. 

IV NOVEMBER 
BRA VO! The Allied player has finally made the 

attack that might have put the game in rhr bag. It's 
tw bad the attack wasnl at higher odds, but-even 
as is-it was a good attack ro make. It was ju3r 
below-average luck that it fuiled. 

Meonwhile? "Operation Stretch" should probn- 
bi,v be called "Operution Proera.stinate"-despirr 
the strength of rhe German Line, thar srrength in the 
North should be used fwrhe~  South. 

The G ~ ~ m a n s ,  in tjleir part of rhe turn, should 
k v e  stationed more force at P-48--it's annoyingly 
rlose to Casino-even grhat meant fewer defense 
~ Q C ~ O ~ J  ar places like R-37 and/ or P-46. Similarly, 
;he German pla.ve~ should be thinking seriously 
about invasions. Even now, 1st Paratroopers could 
bc surrounded-later, the potential will ax& for 
orher uniis. 

At least, rhe German player now realizes the 
importance of the Saierno position. HiF anulysis k 
prezl-v much correct except for one thing-he must 
QSSUre that an invasion taking Nopies would nor 
aho bag Sukrno bv ourflanking the position. 

Dec. I Allied Move: 
The Germans did reinforce Salerno. My plan 

will be in trouble if they put even 2 defense factors 
(4) on Vesuvio, as that would ruin a Napoli 
invasion. Also, the best 1 can get against the 
Casertal Salerno units which I hope to trap will be 1- 
I ,  so I will need a little luck. Nonetheless, it's clear 
that he is only thinking of a Roma invasion, so 1 will 

-enjoy startling him! 1 note that he is weak north of 
Isernia. 

I don't really expect to take Cassino by direct 
attack, as it is just too stronga position. but 3-1 odds 
are hard to come by, and it gives him one more 
worry. He can also worry about an invasionarmada 
at Ortona and Vasto. 

GERMAN DEC I: 
Still he doesn't invade! I'm convinced more than 

ever now that my analysis is correct. 
I have some stronn local superiority but don't 

dare attack because I ioon't wantio get pulled out of 
position. When the invasion comes 1 need as many 
movement options as possible. 

I DECEMBER 
m e  AIIied p l a j ~ r  correcrlj~ picked out the 

Frascat i unit as the point to attack-signgicantly 
threatening Cassino. A significanr invasion force 
has also been created. The position of rhe 1st 
Canadians is unenviable . . . but the German player 
would be foolish to amass suJ,,ient forces for a 
good attack at rhis stage. 

Imtead, the German player wisely beefed-up the 
Cassino area. Note that if an invasion occurs at 
Rome, to en rep western Rome on rheJrst turn, Hu D 
musr be attacked arross a river-i.e., doubled! In 
fact, ihe Frascaii unit might better be placed, 
perhaps with an ERS unit, on Yesuvio-guarding 
the rear of those German units near rhe invasion 
area. 

Allled Nou. IV Mow: The Germans have taken advantage of Bde beeemes an inverted eounter mfter taking pan in the 3-1 on 
their withdrawal in the north to rebuild HuD and the 65th HUD which rduces that unit a step and forces it to retreat to 
Infantry and now have two Armor Ersatz Replacements in 038. The US 36th Division and 82/606 are rebuilt leaving two 
reserve. The Allies attack Frascati at 1-1 and are fordtoretreat replacements ai Faggia and only three at Sicilia. 
to N61 but destmy the Ersatz unit in the proeess.TheAllied23rd 

Dee. I1 Allied Move: 
I decided to try to cause the most trouble 

possible all Bong the front this turn to maximize the 
impact of the invasion, next turn. The results far 
exceeded my hopes. Since there is little time left to 
refit units, I allowed two units to be destroyed in 
order not to (educe the strength of the surviving 
units. 

GERMAN DEC 11: 

The German line is generally quite srrotzg- 
provided there 13 no attack from the rear. The 
dangrr ro 1st Pamtroopers shows up clearly in the 
events of I l l  December . . . but the danger ro 
Salerno is equal(v great. 

There was a minor ru/e violation. 7Xe Allies are 
over-srarked ar Orrona-3rd US In$, 5th Brit. In$. 
and 4th Brit. Arm. Bde rogerher totalninestucking 
PO in tx. 

That was quite a slam. but depite losses it only Dee. 111 Allied Move: 
shows that my line can take it. And time is now fast His positions were ideal for my planned running out. 

And so l'm digging in for the storm, He MUST invasion. 1 am delighted to have destroyed 1st Para 
Division, but it may prove a hollow victory if I don't hit at Anzio! Well, let himcome-he can have Anzio do better around Salerno, or have some extraordi- 

or Roma-but not both. nary luck at Casino. 

I1 DECEMBER 
This turn, the Aiiied player launched mass 

altucks to keep rhe German bwjl-so obviomiy that 
a IJI December invasion is almosr certain. h thk, 
the Allied player was luckj~-- he roll of one against 
15th Panzergrenadier puts serious pressure on 
Cassino, while thesuccess against the 305th infnnrry 
should forrrthe Germm to guard tkor much more 
ofhislineagainst atrack from the rear. Unfortunate- 
Iy, the German failed ro do !his. 

GERMAN DEC III: 
Can't win 'em all! This is embarassing, tosay the 

least. I completely forgot that with the end of mud- 
an ally I had grown accustomed to-all sorts of 
things are suddenly possible at Napoli. This is an 
incredible catastrophy! 2nd Paradivision complete- 
ly destroyed! Hud, 29th Panzer and Herman 
Guering surrounded a1 Salerno! There's hardly a 
German unit in southof Italy that isn'tbadly shaken 
or isolated. 

Allled Dec. I Moue: The German neither builds or attacks aiid 3-1 on FrasEarl which destrms Ersarz 3 and rerreats Frascat~ to 
still maintains an Armor Ersatz unit off the board. The US 3rd. Venafm The 23rd W e  is rebuilt, leaving the Allles with 3 
45th and British 5th Divisions provide the bulkd thepowerfora Replacement units in Sicilia. 
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Atlied Dee. It Mova: The Germen has pulledHuD out of thf anhough f w d  to retreat, doelrminao a stepfrom the 3rdRGr. 
and rebullt ~t at Roma where n is jo~ned by Frascat~ to form a Elsewhere the 82/606 19 destroyed In a 1-2 vs 15th PzGr but 
moblle reserve The Allies attack along the length of the front causes the latter unlt tolasea gtep In thenorth, theGermanZnd 
wlth good fortune The305th isattackedat 1-1. WreducedtOa 1- Ersatz Armor unlt IS ellmlnated and the balance of the fwae 
2-8 and retreats to N55 The Cdn 1 Bde 1s destro~ed In the retreats to T35. Br. 201 Gds and 82/32EG both Iwe  a Rep and 
attack The US 34th and 36th Divlslons in become inverted counters Only two Replacement unitsremain 
conpnction w ~ t h  the Rangers atlack 3rd PzGr at 1-1. and In S~crl~a. 

Moreover-coofound!-I've just realized that 
Salerno has actually been FRIENDLY TO THE 
ALLIES ever since they attacked from that hex on 
Nov lV! (See rules, Page 10, "Friendly Terrainn). 

Nonetheless, my move into Salerno itself is not 
forced. 1 could simply move a unit from the adjacent 
mountain hex into Salerno to make it friendly, and 
move r~ght back into the mountain i n -one  

movement phase. Nonetheless, my chances are best 
to hold in the town itself. Notice, my units in 
Salerno are isolated and will be automatically 
eliminated a t  the end of DEC IV turn. But that 
would be game's end and would leave Salerno 
friendly to me because the Allies would have no 
movement phase in which to take the hex. This way 
he must attack it. 

Allied Dec. 111 Move: The German falls bsck and wearhers the 
Allled attacks well He takes advantage of the wdhdrawal to 
rebuild 3rd R Gr to3-4matus and the 306th Inf back toa 2-4-8 
The A l l ld2nd Investon hlts wnhdwastatlng effect at Napolr but 
the Allies may havewalted too long toplay the~r ace. Ports are set 
up In Napol~. The German 2 Para loses 2 steps to a 4-7 and 
retreats to L52 The Fr 4 MT Bde IS elrmlnated In the attack to 
sat~sfy Allled losses 1st Para and Ersaa 4 are completely 

elirnrmed by the Brltlsh 3rd Division s t  Casena whleh cuts off 
fhelr retreat The 1-1 attack on 29 RGr by the Brrt~sh 7 Armor 
and US 34th and 36th O~visions 1s repulsed but results m 
reducrng the German unlt to 3-5 mrength The all-impmiant 1-2 
on Herman Goer~ng succeeds in elim~natlng 1 step of the unlt 
and reduces i t  to 6-7 status but falls to hold ~ t s  ground. The 
Br~tish 1st DIv~slon must rarest to ME9 and the 2 Para M e  IS 

ellmlnated In the attack 

1 must also assure that he has little chance of 
staying in the Cassino hex, even if he does attack 
from it. Because I can counterattack from it on the 
last turn and again make Cassino friendly to me on 
the last turn no matter what the outcome of the 
attack. 

Finally. I must assure that a t  the end of my last 
movement phase 1 can form a continuous front as 
per victory cond~tions. But I think the invasion 
reaction forces will guarantee my ability to do 
that-even though they are too late to get into the 
action. 

The situation is very grim. Everything now 
hangs on Salerno. Who would ever have thought it? 
I'msure anybody who has followed the gamethis far 
can apprec~ate how shaken I've been by recent 
events and unexpected developments. But now a 
certain numbness has set in, and I am resigned to my , 
fate whatever it is to be! Moreover, I find it 
absolutely fantastic that 1 actually still have a 
chance despite the incredible debacle of DEC 111. 

The turn of a card. the throw of a die-and there 
'lies victory or defeat. 

111 DECEMBER I 

The busic idea ofthe Allied invasion was tograb 
Naples and capture- Salerno. Sfrangelv enough, I 
NEITHER was accomplished. First. Naples. !fyou 
check the position of each Allfed unit that Imded, 1 
gou'llfind [haz the allotred three movement points 
do not allow an)? ofthem to pass through Naples 
and get fo  their5ml positions! 

- 

f i e  Allied attack on Salerno would have been 
successfurl even if Herman Goering hadn*~ been 
retreated, but it was necessary that there be no 
ALLIED refrear. There was on& a 113 chance of 
this at the 1-2 odds used. It would have been far 
smarter to put 7th Armored Division at P-59, and 
the brigades and regiments at 0-60. Thai way, ff 
either artack had been successful. Salerno vvould 
have probably fallen. (Admittedly, boih lost, but 
that doesn't charge the probrrbi!i~ies). 

While fortune was not kind to the Allies {his 
rime, nor was it terribly cruel. I-l's and 1-23 do not 
usuaI(v succeed-strategy should not be based on 
their doing so! In any cme, good Iuck on thejirsf 1-1 
has put Cnssino in significant danger. 

The German was somewhat clever in leavingthe 
Salerno Heights.for Salerno proper. It means the 
Allied pla-ver will be u ble ro make a 2- I rather than 
jusr a / - I  . , . bur it also means a defender rerreor I$ 
necessarv to caplure Salerno-one chance in three 
ar 2-1, whereas there's a 5m chance of the attacker 
rernainmng where he isar 1-1. ~ehenvy~forfifcation 
of Cassino is obviously necessary . . . but I would 
also have run 26th Punzer into Naples, and I@ 
Frascari-perhaps with an ERS unif-at K-52. JtZ 
the next-to-Iasf Iurn, and this wouldforce the Allies 
to use valuable forces to occup~l Naples. As is, the 
game is rid~ng on the SaIerno attack alone. Tkt 
AlIies have one chance in three 01 wlnning! 

Allied Dee. IV Move and Fiml Comments: 
The Germans have done the utmost undertheu 

power to stave off defeat. 
As Vince Lombardi said, "We never lost, the 

clock just ran out!" 
The Allies first approached Salerno at the end of 

October. At that time 1 don't think either side 
expected. that the Germans could hold ~t for more 
than a few weeks. I could have taken the city witha 
series of frontal assaults, probably at 1-1, but I 
preferred to win by maneuver rather than bludgeon, 
and lost instead. 
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More on Cornpar t men t t ion By Ro-ld Mazurklewic 

Ronald Mazurkiewicz has come up with an 
,excellent addendum to the P/aying Aids Compendi- 
um of u year ago. Having used his sysrem to improve 
unit storage in our own games ule can attest to !he 
npisdom of his plan. Unfortunately, the cardboard 
trays he used as rhe basis for his system are being 
phased out of producrion due to inflationary 
production costs. The next step wilIbe construction 
plans for ihe trays themselves. In the meantime, 
adopt the tra-vs vou do have to this excellent system. 

On page 4 of this hsuele's inserr you'llfindplans to 
full scale .for one of the storage rra.vs described 
beloa~. AIrhough the paper is thinner zhan what is 
recommended it should give you an idea of how the 
s.),stem works. We dressed our sample up a bir with 
diagrams of the counters to be included in each 
comportment section. Three of these trqvs will fit 
quite snug[v into a standard bookcase box. Ifyou 
like this playing aid, indicate it by marking the 
proper section of rhe Readers Response Page. i f  
there is suficient inreresf we'll continue to present 
such pluving aids on the backs of future iwserts,for 
,sour use. 

I have always thought of making tray compart- 
ments for AH games but never did anything until 
seeing the article in Vol. 1 1 ,  No. 1. After seeing the 
photo on page 15 1 thought of this idea which I think 
you'll see is a bit better. An advantage of this style 
compartment tray is that it takes no staples or glue 
to hold it in place, although you can use them if you 
want to. Even more important, due to the design, 
there is no way for pieces to slip under the barriers 
from one compartment to another. When put in a 
gamebox with the gameboard in place, the pieces 
will k held in their compartments by the game- 
board resting on top of the dividers. Furthermore I 
was surprised to find that the trays provided with 
AH games are of enough precision that if the 
compartments are made to the indicated dimensions 
they will fit any AH tray. It's definitely worth the 
effort t o  make these compartments since separating 
the pieces speeds set up time and takes a lot of 
tedium out of game playing. 

The material used was thin manila cardboard of 
t5e type used for file folders. It doesn't matter what 
kind you use, just so long as it's thin. The dimensions 
are indicated in Diagram #2. After drawing the 
dimension lines, the next step is cutting and then 
folding the strip. Et's a very good idea to cut Eightly 
along the lines you will bend the cardboard onso a 
neat straight fold is achieved. Cut on the opposite 
side to the one you bend toward you as shown in 
Diagram #I : 

Two of these folded stripsare needed to form the 
campartrnents for one tray. They are fitted into the 
tray from each end and overlap in the middle. 

LARGE SIDE FLIPS 

At first it will be a bit difficult to fit the 
compartments into their tray, but the fit must be 
tight to keep them in place. Make sure that the last 
divider side, the one which fits next to theend of the 
tray is firmly fitted up against the tray's end wall, 
especially at the floor of the compartment. Use your 
finger tips to force the compartment in place: 

After this is done fold the strip so the dividers 
between each compartment are formed: 

Now the side flaps must be folded up, first the 
large ones which form the acutal sides of the 
compartments: 

URG6 SIDE SLAPS 

Next the small side flaps must be folded over. 
They are important since they will keep the dividers 
firmly upright when the compartment is finally in 

Looking from above the compartments should 
look like this: 

The only cutting that has to be done separates 
the side flaps from each other. Cut along the short 
lines from A to B all along the sides of each strip: 

\A+ TRAY 

Since the dividers will want to unfold themselves 
and straighten out, you will have to compress them 
like a spring to keep the folded strip in its halfof the 
tray. The tricky part comes when you try to overlap 
the two compartment floors in the middle of the 
tray, since both strips are trying to unfold 
themselves at the same time. After your first struggle 
however, you should get the knack easily. One waq 
to simplify matters i s  to use large more expensive 
sheets of manila or other thin cardboard, and makr 
each strip twice as long (leaving out the extra 
duplicate bottom for the middle compartment). 1 
used the material 1 did since it was readily available 
- and cheap. ***** Q 

k3 M b e d  L The hneraR, Vol. 11, Ha5, Avatan HI1 
Mers a lsfetima sarri~e whweby players are raw in 
mletimhrp t~ otAsr WB f t tyr3 .  Wurn coupon 
blOUI, along with the- 92W tifetma servles fee, for 
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Ileur Sir: 

I nnliced you were soliciting opiniona a b u t  
lateat game release. 1776. In the view of the 
[hat thc only commcnta I hnvt sccn on thc 

e wefc misledding. i.e.. that they suggest that 
game is too hcavily wtightcd in favor of the 
'ah. 1 venture to omer lome unsolicited insights 
cd lhrouph Iht  bitler school of harsh exwti- 
. 1 have played the campaign version of the 

rnc sewral limea with a group of wargamers at 
aern lllinoii Univer~sty. and we have found 
t the grime is without exception The most 
rnatlc and unprcdictabb of your entire line. It 

is torlhisreavonthat I wish tocorrcl theerroneous 
repon [hat [he Brituh willconsistentlyoucmhcIm 
t k  Conlimnlala. Hcre arc some hints that you 
might wish to include in ruture articles on the 

Do no1 hes~tate to be scrupulous In your 
obserwnw or the rules. and encouraging your 
opponent lo do l ikcmx. In sp~tcolthcincrcdiblc 
kngth of the entire campaign game, a single 
mixalculation in thc cost of morcmtnt can bc 
diwtrous. especially for the Continentals. Ignor- 
ing any par1 of the ruks for movement will give a 
dcclded advantage to onc side or thc othtr. 

Become familiar with the potentials of your 
Woopa as qukkly aa pmible. and again. don't 
mglect any or them. A British commander who 
tails lo ulilize the oplion for coutruction of 
bateaua. for instance, will soon Rndthc Contlnen- 
lalr running rings around him. It should be 
mentioned that although the notion of a 30 pge 
rulc book may bc inhibiting, i f  you take the game 
jn s ~ a g e s  as suggested, it is asy  to acquire a 
horking fam~linrity with all uf thc options. 

Uw you militia. The worst thing your militia 
can do is to holc up in a fort aomtwhtrt, as a 
garrison lor Dismal Swamp or something. Their 
brat usc ia to irnpcdc thc movcmtnt or your 
hponent, even when sacriliced to Automatic 
Victory. T k  Continental can drive thc British to 
tear# doing this, especially when it takes them 14 
monlhsto gcl from New York lo Philadelphia. Of 
courbe, any chance you get to inflict casualties on 
your opponent's regulars with your militiashould 

Remember that while the British have a 
tremendous numerical advantage tostart with. the 
tolul s ix of their army is for all practical purpose6 
finitc, while thc Continental Army is potentially 
infinite. Therefore the Britigh can no more afford 
lnrg~ battle at low odds than thc Amcrican. 
Furthermore, the Fact that the Continentals mn 
liberate an entire area by taking a single strategic 
cily. makcs the British cxtrcmcly vulnerable to 
having large numbers or his troops tied up by a 
small raiding fore lhat can move tastcr than thty 

Two lips for tht Contintnral commandtr. 
Ant. pldn nhedd. Don't be caught by winter 
reduction with Inrgc numbers of troops in  a high 
prcenlage reduction zone. Shove excess militia 
inlo lroncs complettly controlled by tht Britiah, 
since you won't get any replacements in  t h m  
ercns. Sccondty. i t  you art playing the l ~ n g  
mrnpnip game. be prepared to feel like you are 
hinplor lhrcc years. Don't be too quick to throw 
in the towel. Essentially, if you can survive until 
thc Frcncharrive, you'll prohbly win. Incidental- 
ly. what the French add is mobility, rather than 
strength. Managed properly. there is no way the 
British can deknd allareas once you havt control 

I f  you are the Britishcommandtr, thcrtisonc 
thing to rcmember: don't split your f o m .  Plan to 
she one urea at a time, and stick to your plan no 
mnttcr how weaktheConiinentalslookin thedeep 

' wuth. Raids to take cities along the coast just 
bcforc i n t t r p h ~  a r t  l int to kccp thcCAstrcngth 
lmrn building up too rapidly, butdon't invade an 
area t k t  kn't adjacent to one you m u p y  in  
alrcnprh. Il you should tail to win k lo rc  thc 
Fr~nch arrive, atay away lrom the coast with large 
lomi.  The American will try to catch piece6 of 
your army with the French Ilal adding just 

' cnough LO his overland forces to get good odds on 
you. I f  this happew you will gain a new 

'appraciation of Yorktown. 
1 know, I did. 

Letters to t he  Editor . . .  My November-Dewmkr i u w  pleas= me 
muchly-or at kn i t  one aniclc docs: "Thc Pieces 
or Panmrblitz." I admit I'm partial to that gaw. 
and pcrhaps the Srulingrod frcaks wtc diup- 
pointed thii time, but llikedit.and that onearticle sl~ghtly by the fact that it containad my anicle. 

"Richlhofen'a War Analysis." 
Aitcr rev~cwing my articlt. I wish to correct 

two errors appearing in it. On manuever diagram 
E on pagc 12. the column of number8 directly 
below the aircraft in the center of the dingam is 
incorm. Instead or 7. 7.8, it should bc 7.6. 7. 1 
apologize far th~s error and hope that it caused no 
onc any inconvtnience (or casualties). 

Dear Editor. 
will probabJy make mt  renew lkmagazim. With 
theaddilion olmBwond Situation Thineen" 1 Rlt I I found thc"Defcndinp Ru~ia"nrticlc by Mr. 

Uurtlett in Vol. I I. No. 3, to be very ~nleresting. 
This drlcnkc which nppcnrs to be a variant of the 
so called "hyper" defense is a good one. A player 
uaing this delenst rtunda a deccnt chance of 
winning iflhe reslol his play iucompiirabk to thc 
dcftnse. 

Mr. Banlett mentioned that he conaidcrcd thc 
defense imperfect but neverthele_ss itrong. A lot of 
playen might reel '%wed" by this defenw and not 
know thc bcctmy to ~oaboulattucking it. May 1 
offer the following suggeutions. 

This delens olTerr three 2-34'1. Take [hem. 
Some dclensm only givc two. A 444 can he 
placed on LL14. The 4 4 4  has to bc fought ior. 
the 2-34 in m r v e  w n  be used for a 3 square delay 
on tht lullowing turn. Don'tattack the6-9-6at 2-1 
or 3-1: attack it at 1-2. Uamg the PBM tnblc you 
have 4W chanceol~ucaexx A D-back 2 takes the 

was gettinganew&meol~anmrbhrfor frce.and 
we all l ikt that fetling. 

Most o l  Mr. McAneny's comments were 
reasonable, some were helpful, and all were 
inWre6ling. even when I felt likc arguing ( I  think 
the Crash-boom came in a high-velocity long 
barrelrorm,elc.). It was likecomparingcam witha 
neighbor, back whtn I uscd to csrc about cars. 
Now I'm a solitaire Pa~;erhlirz freak. a few rimes 
#year. I s u w t  anolhcr article on thcsamtthcm: 
a tacticnl leavoc by a good pkyer of aome of the 
techniquts McAmny mentions. Your tournament 
replays have not been helpful thus far. 

Csrl Hoffmann's Iettcr cr~ticv.lngthe Reicho- 
philia of many game rans speaks for me also. i 
hnvc a antaking alicction lor thc rcehswchr too. 
and when the dogged R w k n  rnagses grind them 
down again in onc of my pmcs I lccl personally 
defeated; youte built the romanw into the Reich 
. . . hur all tho= Panthersand Elefanten were built 
by slave labor under wretched conditions for the 

David Bottgcr 
Miphawaka. IN 

Dear Sir: 

I n  two issueb ofThe Avalon Hill GENERAL 
1 noticed that Comput-A-Dice was mentioned. 
(Vol. I1  No. I."ACornpendiumof Playing Aides" 
P. 16 Col. 3 and Vol. I I No. 4. "Letters to the 
Editor" P. 29Col. 3). I n  bothinsian~es I noted that 
thu itcm was r c t d  to as Radio 5hacB.s 
Comput-A-Dim To the best of our knowledge 
Comput-A-Dicc isnot agroprictary i t tmof Radio 
Shackand isavailable throughotherretailoutlets. 
Our Company. Century Game Apsociatea, is one 
or these outlctu. Wc llrc a mail ordcr Company 
carrying wargamea and accessories From a variety 
or manuraclurcrs (Avalon Hill included). 

Comput-A-Dice is available all ycar long for 
$3.99 [Postage included), by writing to, 

rlver this turn. Ancxchsnge kills the valunble 6-9- 
6 and the river hlls next turn. The Russian ulaver 
is olferingyou baalcoddcattuckr on(3)ofhkunits 
on CC-14. Tukc it. Whenever the German player 
can get decenlattxks apinbt undoublcd Russian 
units he should hi1 them. Youcan makeoneorthe 
(3) Following altacks: 

I. Ont big 1-1 (a 40% chanw or killing (3) 
Ruaaian Corps - e x p t e d  l o w s  are: Ger. - 7.8. 
Rus - 7.2) 

2. One 1-2 (watch the R u s s ~ n  playcrs lccth 
lull out if you roll u "Z". expected losss: Ger - 
4.5. Rus 3.6) 

3. A2-1 anda 1-2(an89%chanceofremain~ng 
on the quare. expected lossei: Ger .. 6.2. Rus - 
6.0.) 

Altruion attacks aginst undoubkd Russian 
unitnearly in thegnme cnn rmy bigdividendlilater. 
The hst suggestion a moderatc gamblc that. il 
xuccwkl, will really burn the Ruwians. 

Ever hcur thc story about puttingtili of your 
eggs in one baaket'! Well, Brest-Litovsk is the 
basket. YOU attack the two 7 - 1 0 4 s  thereat 1-2. 
You havc n 40% chancc of tilhcr killing beth of 
them or retmtlng them to CC-15. Either way the 
Nernunav River $II~next turnand youareon your 
my. ahud o l x h d u t  by fur. With two 7-104's 
dead the Ruiiian player will be hard pressed to 
lurm u 3-1 proof line anywhere tor uwhik. By the 
way. never attack imm BB14 llgainst t h i  dcfcnst 
- it's a trap and a might coatly. 

Other than the abovc mention4 attacks a i l  
lighl on the liwt turn and threaten an advance 
lhrough Hungary. Attack thc Rwinnv Latcr whcn 
he has to spread oul a liltle. 

purpose o l  enslaving yet more Untermenschen, 
Please remind vour dcainners. and o m  in liwhilc 
your readera. of whose aide we are on 

Michscl Onh 
San Luis Obispo. CA 

***** 
To the Editor. 

In Vol. 1 I. No. 1 of tht General you publlahcd 
u letttr written by Lea Pukipher whichcontained. 
among other thlngs. somc informt~on about t k  
Midwcul Gaming Association. It's possible that 
Lew'l description of our club publicntion, tht 
Hidwear GallfinR ReuCw, has misled mme ofyour 
readers. 

According to Lew. MG,R is dtvotcd to club 
inrormation and mrninp news only. and carries no 

CENTURY GAME ASSOCIATES 

P.O. Box 539 

Willow Grovc. Pa. 15090 

Pa. Residenu add 6% sales fax.  

We wouId apprtciatc your actling the record 
straight on [his matter. 

Edward L. Dauginas 
Ctnlury Game Associates 

articleb. This rta~cmcniis incom&i. It is peasiblc 
that he meant to sav that it carriei no artixles on 
military hidory. which is true. 

Club related material and gaming news (short 
rcvlews of publkrations and announamnta of 
events) rake up about one sixth to one quarter of. 
each iarue. Most of the remainder is dwotcd tor 
articles. We trv to cover all aapcts of paminu: 

Ed. Note: No1 only will we 6 t i  the record straight 
but we'lladd that Century Game Associates will be 
prcscnt ai ORIGINS I to scll their ware. 

design, variantu, play, p%ycholdgy. cG. 
For examtlle. the latest MCR1#Blcontainedaiine Mr. Greenwood: 
articlc on Indian Chcas . .-, written by LFW 
Pukinher. I thlnk that 1 should offer congrats on tht 

issuance of Parrrer hader .  It 1s pmhbly  the besl 
game on the market. Every facn of the game 
mnkeup is near perfect - componcnta. balance. 
quality, rulca. ctc. I commend you on this super 
effort. 

Now lor some additional thoughts - I hopc 
lhat you will not i t  back and Ict this game vcgetate 
as Panaerhlirzdid to nome extent. Yes. I know of 
all thme Situation 13's but thcy are nor the real 
thing. Thank godness that you finally published 
all those wonderful new socnarior by Roben 
Harmon, in Vo1. 11. #4. They lend a certa~n 
'ncwnss" and authenticmy as opposed loLchoose 
your units and fight for board two." I guess what I 
am saying ia don't be afraid to put out some new 
Panaer LPa&rseenarios - twenty is nice butafew 
more certainly would not hurt. 

I hcar rumor& that y w  aredoingadcsert war 
type Panaer Lpader - illhis is true proceed with 
utmwt speed as 1 cannot wait. The list of games 
that youarc thinking about doing has arous4 my 
interest. So much or it seem6 to be material that 
' S T  has done - no - that 1s not a knock, a8 
Third Rpkh to W W  I1 and Panzer h d w  to 
Ponz~rhlira arc grcat improvements game-wipe, 
nnd component-wise you have no match. I wish 
and hope that you will do more games more often, 
evcn il they are "jwtl big improvtmcnts on 
"established" idear. 

Il I was lo sum up this letter I guess it would 
be "keep producing." 

Steve Spoulos 
Pacifica. California 

- 
L t n  Sccnxy 
M ~ ~ w F s ~  Contlw RevI@nm 

Roten Bcyrnu 
Harnpton. Va. 

Dear Sir. 
**** 

1 am greatly pleased by the new AREA 
servicc. It i a  dcbtincd lo k c o m t  a landmark in 
wargarning. 1 hope you realize the significance of 
this movc. ~t will bring us up toparwith the chess 
world. Every imw you havt 6omething new and 
wonderful for us: first it was the Elite club, then 
Origins I now this . . . Whal mxl? 1 will probably 
no1 be very active now, since I am in dwl. 
Howevcr. I want this serviw to be ~ucccss~ul. SO 

count me in. Besides, it's a lifetime membership, so 
how can I lose? 

Gtnllemen: 

Re: Mr. Carl Hoffman'& Letter in the Volume 
1 1  #4 issut of the GENERAL Mr. Hottman tells 
us [hat [here is as "overblown affection for 
Naziism [which] is Fairly widenpread throughout 
wargaming and is probably the most distressing 
u&vct of the hobby." 1 argue, and 1 hope I %peak 
not only tor mystlf, but [or most of the 
professional Germans' mentioned in his letter. 
Lhat i t  is not Hitltr's causc, thc Nazi cause. that 
attracts most players to the German side, but the 
?omantic' figurcs in lhc Gcrman arsenal. Oh. 
pwsibly, the regalia of the Third Reich attracts 
wmt. Bul. ctrtainly. Rw wargarners will be 
attracted by the wt amount of blood shed on 
amount of Hitler and his c lmst cronies. No. I 
think Icundcfinitclystatc that thcattractionolthc 
Germanr lo many warmmers is not the Nazis or 

Roberto Cam~no 
Huntington Park. CA 

Dear Mr. Grunwod. 

thclrcause, but the ~ehimacht. the Krcwmrinc.  
andlor the Luflwaffe, Insofar as hibstatement that 

l h  had the chunfe to play n i r d  Reich twice 
now and il is deflnitelya supcrbgamt. The multi- 
playcr vcrsion is certainly the test way to go on 
such a large m k  and dtmanding game. Prados 
certainly haa esublished himself as a good 
designer. 

I look forward to seeing strategy articles on 
the game as well as a similiar attcmpt in the 
Pacirx. Frankly, the M ~ h l y  krifn. sounds very 
interesting even if itr going to be hard to play that 
=ale with two playera comfortably. 9, the time' 
July rolls around I hope to have di6gegt.d 3R. 

thcrc iu norhbng romantic about thc "Slaughter of 
upwards of 25 million people" go=, you will find 
that almost QW, l f  not more, of these murdcrs 
were perpetrated, not by the army, but by Nazi 
organizations; the Gestapo, and the infamous SS. 
These orgnizations were opposed. and looked 
down upon, by most German military leaders. 

To sum i t  up. the Nazi 'cause', ap such, does 
not figurc In thc avcrsgc 'pro-Germad playtr's 
motives Inuwad, it iuacenainkind ofempathyfor 
the German pcoplc/anny of 193945. 

Jonnthan Penner 
Landmark. Manitoba 

I 
Slephen B. Tietz 
Carbondnk. Ill. 

**** 
Gtnlltmtn: 

Ed. Nure; W@'Y@ go( ?U axrw rhar irk ruugh ro 
rkrnk qf a real/.vppular rirle rkut hrrsrr'r heen dune 
he j~reh~ro fnrhd , r~ Iw.  Bur rhnr rlwsn'r meun we 
ron'r o p p r w l l  ir d ~ e r e n r l ~ '  and rry ro ~ n o k ~  a 
herrer xnfne. &$I ?her@ he any confusion lrhuuld 
udd rho? rhe d~xerr wu$ar~game uv're working on 
brill nur urilize rhe Panzer h d e r  sysrem. 

I congratu~ations on VOI H, N O  5 or the 
Grmrat. In my opinion, this 411a the best k w  to Jack G m n t  Jr. 

Simulalionh Debign Corporation 
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READER BIWER'S 6NDE 
$10 

TII1E:THIRD REICH #Im: Army Level Game of the 
European Theatre of WWII 

T#RO RElCH is the 16th game to undergo 
anelwis in the RBG and fared extremely well the players w apply the enamples glven to 
with rr cumulative rating of 2.57: 4th best to other muntrjes In mher situations. Nevenhe- 
date. What was really impressiw were the less, t h  rules & stand 0s the malor 
three 'best ever' ratings posted for Play drawback-tendlng lowards repetition and 
Balance. Excitement Lavel, andOuernllValw. lacking good organizntion. A list ol clarifim- 
The game ako did extremely well in the tions was printed in Vol. 11. No. 6 and will 
Realim. Physicel Qualitv. and Mmboard eventually replace senion 13 of tha rufes in a 
categoriawiwre i t  did no worse than4th. The future edition. 
g a m  vvoutd have easily aet a record for When all is sakl anddom however. THIRD 
cumulative rating were i t  not fw an expected REICH presents an immensely interesting 

performanee In the Ease d Understand- subject in a highly innwative fashion which 
ing cawgory where it managed to best only makes for a good simulation and a famastic 
1914 a m n g  priar REG rated games. game with a plethora of stra,teglededsiom M 

The Components rating probably suffered be made. It's main drawback are its length, 
from thmw who k l ieve they were shorted high piecedensity, and diffleulty wpbm.fhese 
Neutral mn te rs .  but the game is designed to are more than compensated for in overwheirn- 
ham onk  ZYI counter sheeta It is irnprobabh ing fashion its novel game syslem and 
tha. m r e  than a few neutrat counters would situation-astatementreadily bmkedbyyou- 
wme into play at any one time scr ttm 'Yorw the raters of the RBG. 
ml'' counter mlx method wes sdspted for The playing time is a g d  estimate of the 
neutrals to wnsewe space. 1939 and 1942 Scenarios beween experi- 

We foreaaw h e  Ease of Understanding e n d  plnyera. The 1844 Senari0 can be 
pmWem when we created the new complexity played in under 4 hours while a C%rnpaign 
level of T#~enflVforthisgeme.Complsr- Game which runs the full length may easily 
iw can't be e v o i W  in a game of this scope, t a b  12 hours. 
wen though we triedta lean towards simplicity 
wherever possible Ln Its design. Yet, the lact 
remains that the only complaint we hear more 
often than "it's too mrnplex", k the other s~da 1. wd 
of the min-that the game Is too simple nnd Z ......... 
doesn't include all the fine p i n i s  to the nth 1 -,_ _ _ _  _ _ _  -_-_ _ .,,.,,,. _ _  234 
dugree. A game with as manystrategicoptions 
as this has, defies a contise sat of rules for " If - 4.15 
every m i b l e  situation. The rules, dne-a- 5. 3.22 
ty, &all with generalities s m ~  ~ e f i  it up to the 6. 2.59 
players to utilize common wnvs in applytng 7. 
them to skuations as they aro%e. W m  one to 

2.24 
list &ample6 for every m s i b l e  set of national " 1.95 
mcves. one havean e n m p e d i e  rather 9. Odl  V ~ M I  .. .- . . - - - - - - 2.05 
thane rule book. And i t  is I& to the abilltiesd h w. -- 5 h ~ ,  49 min. 

THIRD REICH 

Q. Can Russia d&m war on Noway? 
A. Mot immcdiatcly. %c 3.6 ( p g .  12) w b e r e R ~ a  
j4 limited to attacking only hder iw  ~ l t r a h  
until Fall. 1941. Wtrt R w i a  to tekc Finland. 
Norway could k considered adjacent to their off 
k r d  boundam and thus subject to atrack. 

Q. If an inaclivt Minor Ally is invaded. can 
Germany activate hi ally simply by a Declaration 
of War on his turn? 
A. Yes. and if already at war with the iwadn, 
aciivation o f t k  inwded Minor Ally is automatic. 

Q. I l a  ikelattempting a misaion is intercepted and 
suffers losses, can i t  abort the mission and return 
lo pert? 
A. Yes, or it Ean mdinue on to a diiremnt 
dmination. 

Q. During an Attrition Optiori can a unit forced 
to vacate an mupicd hcx movc into tht hex the 
attacking unit advances From i f  thm arc no other 
units in t h l  htx? 
A. NO! 

Q. Can attacking unitsrnwc through undehodd 
Objective heres during an Atuition Option? 
A. Y s 4 u t i n g  mowmtnt-not combat. 

Q, [n E ~ K  of Allied Minor Variation 3, d m  tht 
entire French k t  join the A U i  or is i t  halved 
first l ikt olhtr Vichy units? 
A. I t  is halved first. 

PANZERBLITZ 
a. b terrain queliications nffW odds dr dle 
roHs in a CA attack? 
A. Yes 
0. I n  situatiwl7, ie the Ruasian player h e  to 
mora his other unitg as s w n  the lead unit 
wmes within 3 hexw of the Germans? 
A. Yes, k t  followrng Russian units rnmt have 
mmed up the road in mnvtlyfashbn up tothat 
point In the lime w n  of the turn. 

(1. Do units which mwe  onw mines in woods 
or t o m  h a e s  still add 1 W the minefield 
Sttadr? 
A.No 

AFRIKA KORPS: 
Q- The commonly acctpttd manner of a unit 
attacking out OF isdatbn at AV odds to p i n  
supply lor that A V  har, always been a mystcry to 
#. 
A. Us also. Sorntwhtrc along the line a GENER- 
A L a m w m n  thought thmla 1-14 wastm wedk 
to pin down a 7-7-10 regardlens of the supply 
siluation. No one dared change such a widely usd 
ruling . . . until now. W c  are in the proecss of 
d o i n g  the AFRIKA KORPS ruks and rather 
than c h r r w  ik existing rulebwk to adapt to llac 
ruling, we're falling back on Ih t  r u h  as written. 
Thusin the new editionof AFRIKA KORPS(not 
yct availabk), isolaaed unils will nor bt abk to LW 

AV to atmck out to gain supply for that AV. The 
supply unlt must be in a position W supply the 
atmcker at the time of thc attack. 

Q-Sup- Britishunitsareintheir m n d  turnof 
isolation. but tht British player moves 0 supply 
unit adjacem to the blockading Gcrman unit with 
a 1- Id tomaka 1-3atbckontheGermnMlO. 
Duting thisattack, thesupply unit isableto tracca 
lime ofsupply to the irOlSlCd units. Docs rhk count 
to break the blat ion or must thesupply unit bcin 
position at the end of the turn rathcr than during 
the combat phase bdore its elimination? 
A. The isdstion is considcrtd broken and the 
proms musl bcgin a m .  

NOTICE: Due to t k  gtrat amount of chaw$ in 
the new BLITZKRIEG and WATERLOO rules 
editions, questions and answers on the old edition 
of thew rulcs will no longer mppcsr in these pages. 
AH future questior. will &answered in light o f t k  
Lateal edilion of the rules in qumion. 

w m o  L U N V ~ N ~ I C A  * C I O T A H C  . d ~ r r n a r m m R o  rn ks~w rdd z r 2 r 4 ~ ~ ~ t ~ z 5 h . m ~  

@ORIGINS I 
WARGAM INGI MINIATURES 

NATIONAL CONVENTION 
Board Wargaming Tournammts Miniature Wargaming Tournaments Oiploma- 
cy Tournaments Diorama Displays andCornpetMn Computw Wacparnhg 
h a k r  E~hibitionlSales Area Most Major Boardgame. Miniatures. Publlcatlons 
Companies Closed-circuit TV Demonstrations Collector's Auction Low- 
cost. On-campus Housing * More Activities Added Every Week!!! 

PLACE: Johns Hopkins Univ. 
Baltimore, Md. 

NOW, for Ihe firs! timeever, rh~s hobby gets fl all Iqelher in rme81G wckage by way oflhe 
largest, mml hv~stl, most exciting conventbn ever seen. Wlth supporl lrwn all ths major 
ccxnpanles.clubs, and publicataons. thia epcconwntion promises lo belhe landmarkwent 
oi the decade Everyone wno IS aylhing in VR boardgame. rninmlures.model. Diplwnacy 
IreMs wrll be there. Prolessionally p l anW and executed. ORIGINS I wdl take place a Ihe 
new. luxurious Student Cenler (and adpcent buildings) M1 the campus ol lhe Johns 
Hopk~ns Unmrsrty In 0&H1rnore. Gel a carlmd d peoplelogaher, hdt the mad. and w l  =ae 
YOU at ORIGINS I! 
For he-regi~lration. Dealer Exhibition, or lurther lnformatlon send an SSAE to: 
CONVENTION' c/o T.A.H.C., 4517 Harford Road, Balto., Md. 21214. 

Co-swnmr-d by Inleresl Grow BaIImmte and the JHU H~elwcal Smrulalrw S w e l y  m coweranon 
~ U I  Ths A v a m  HLH Game Cwnpany - 

GENERAL BACK ISSUES 
GENERAL k k  ima m r s  dl iw M 1.m d ~ s n  ~e - & ~ i a  7 k  1% 01 t W  rtill euailsble. The 

following ampriser tlu 1W.n lirting of w t  edit~onr mtlll In lrncrc Thw r l l  Mr S7.m dm mtapa.  

WRH 36 CALL THEM SHOW .- . 

TROoP5- ES%CIAU~Y I f  
THEY HAU€M'T A7TclCLE D R i  
LE55 THRbJ 36 +o i ! 
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GEN CON Vlll agaln looms as the biggest 

svent for wargarners in the Midwest with 
another three-day event at Horticultural Hall, 
330 Broad St., Lake Geneva, WI 53147. 
Scheduled for August 22nd-24th. GEN CON Vlll 
3romlses to be just as entertaming as those 
mhich have gone before with plenty of min~a- 
cures, boardgames, dealers, etc. Inquiries 
should be direcred toTactical Studies Rules, 542 
Sage St., Lake Geneva, WI 53147. 

Cincinnat~ Games Con V is scheduled for 
July 19th and 20th at Xavier University Armory. 
Theprice is sl.50perday atthedoor or $2.50for 
both days if preregistered. Campus lodging is 
available for $6 per night. Further Information is 
available from A. W. Maclntyre, 2729 Stratford, 
Cincinnat~, OH 45220. 

The Mtnrature Wargamers of Western New 
York will hold their 2ndAnnual Wargaming and 
Modeling Convention at the Adam Plewacki 
Amer~can Leglon Post at 385 Paderewski Drive, 
lBuffalo, NY on September 13th and 14th. 
Among the scheduled events will be a Battle of 
the Bulge Tournament. For more information, 
please contact Robert Sillars, 5274 Thompson 
Rd., Clarence, NY 14931. 

Antonio Leal informs us that he is teaching a 
course at UCLA this spring quarter entitled, 
"The Art and Science of Wargaming" as pan of 
the UCLA Experimentat College. The course is 
Driented toward the beglnnsr In the hopes of 
introducing more people tothe growing hobby of 
wargaming. With more and more universities 
starting experimental colleges this seems an 
sxcellent way to recrult devotees. 

Japan is the latest country to be hit by the 
wargaming craze as the photo above provided 
through the courtesy of the Taiyo Trading 
Company of Tokyo will attest. What little 
wargaming that goes on tn the land of the 
rislng sun up to this time has been confined to 
miniatures, due largely to the tremendous 
problem posed by rnterpreting the rules of 
commercial wargames into Japanese. The 
Taiyo Trading Company however will soon be 
handllng Avalon Hill games in Japan where 
brisk sales are anticipated. And like their 
western counterparts, the Japanese have 
shown a marked preference for WWIl German 
armor battles. 

"Carrying things a bit too far" might be the 
comment of a vlsltor to gamer Paul Tombert's 
abode in Washington, VT. Mr. Tomberg goes In 
for wargames in a big way as is evidenced by his 
mocit-ups of KRlEGSPlEC shown above and 
below. HIS unlt counters are 2"across mounted 
on %"plywood. As for the mapboard, that's nota 
54mm figure there. but his 9 year old sonll 

We have been advised of yet another use 
for Avalon Hill games in the militaw class- 
room. This time Captain Kenneth D. Phelps, an 
Assistant Professor of AF Aerospace Studies 
at Norwich University has authored on article 
in the SEPT-OCT '74 issue of the Air Force 
ROTC Education Journal on the classroom 
uses he found for LUFTWAFFE. Captain PheIps 
doubled the size of the playing board and 
divided his class along a commander-and- 
battle staff approach. The results were excel- 
lent. In Captain Phelps own words: "Not only 
did the students experience a vivid exposure, to 
the complexity of one segment of the history 
course-they also sawat first hand the effects 
of ignoring princ~ples of war and organizatian- 
al theory, which before had seemed academic 
and not too relevant.'' 

Just one example of the rising general 
acceptance of wargaming can be found in the 
pages of Len Derghton's newesr book Spy 
Story. Deig hton, whose FuneraIin Berlin spent 
many weeks on the best seller charts matter of 
factty compares computerlzed military war- 
games "with the latest new boxed game from 
Avalon Hill" on page 144 of h ~ s  new book. 

Tom Oleson, the hyperactive devotee and 
designer of ANTI0 IS offering a free Errata 
sheet to all Anzio players who request same 
and include a stamped, self-addressed enve- 
lope for the reply. Interested parties can 
contact Tom at his 1200 High Ridge Lane, 
Santa Barbara, GA 931 03 abode. 

We fouled up the answer to Contest No. 63 
when we wrote up the solution for Vol. 11, #5. 
Our chief literary nincompoop switched the 
target of the 75mm gun to the T-34. I t  can't fire 
atthat unit because r t  is in a gully. The 75 had to 
flre at the SU 76 which (using Real LOS) was 
spotted by the Eng~neer unit. The Engineersand 
infantry then make a 2-1 CAT on the T-34. 
Overruns were not a factor because the main 
German goai 1s to prevent the Russians from 
exiting the board. His own casualties were of 
Imle consequence. Our thanks to alert reader 
James Vooys of Latham. NY for picking up this 
error. The contest winners remain the same 
however as the entrres were judged correctly- 
the error came in the writing of the sotutron. 

Contest No. 65 involved moving 4 French 
units to new locations to prevent the fall of Paris. 
Actually, only the most glaring error (the lack of 
depth between the 16th Infantry and Paris) had 
to be corrected to be sure that Paris would not 
fall. However. by moving three more units the 
French player could present the best possible 
defense against a maximum advance into 
France. The solution consisted of moving the 
10th Infantfy between Paris and the 16th 
Infantry; withdrawing the Alpine Infantry to 
Lyons, and shifting the 2 GCM 1 hex to the 
west-thus offering the smallest possible gain 
to a German exploitation through the south. In 
addition, the Par~sian air unit should be moved to 
Lyons where it can cover both approaches. 

Not a single person submitted what we 
considered to be the perfect solution. Over 90% 
of the entries were immediately tossed out 
because they denuded the Italian front to shore 
up the German border. Those who robbed the 
ltalian border defenses have done so believing 
that any German penetration wouldbetooweak 
and could easily be repulsed by French counter- 
attacks. However, the object of the contest was 
to deny as much territory as possible to the 
Germans, not to lure them into a trap which they 
may or may not Rave taken. Thus, any defense 
which allowedthe Germans to take Paris or gave 
up half of France by default was automatically 
classed as a loser. And moving the French 
armored division to the north was just that-a 
toser, whlch allowed exploitation into Paris itself 
after a successful 1-1 anack against the French 
border guards. Faced with such ineptness, we 
settled for those entries which merely moved 
the 10th or even the Alpine lnfantry to the hex 
directly east of Paris. All the hexesfunher torhe 
north were protected by the as yet unadivated 
forces of the Minor Neutrals whose borders the 
Germans would have had to cross. The first ten 
entrants to submit what we termed winning 
entries included: A. Van Zante, Durham, NC; S. 
El rateher, Westfield, NJ; D. Culhane. Rothsville, 
PA; G. Uhl. Crofton, MD; R. Parsons, Ports- 
mouth, VA, S. Rich, Springfield, OH; S. Smith, 
Toledo. OH; J. Parisi, New Hroe Park. NY; L. 
Greenburg,Leonia,NJ; and D. Haase, Mt. 
Prospect, lL. 





NEW GAMES AND THINGS 

DIPLOMACY WORLD 1s a quarterly magazine 
on Diplomacy which is edited by Walter 
Buchanan. R.R. #3, Box 324, Lebanon, IN 
46052 and subsidized byThe Avalon Hill Game 
Company. The purpose of each 40-page offset 
issue is to present a broad overview of the 
postal Diplomacy hobby by printing articles on 
good play, zine news, listing rating systems, 
game openings, and printing a complete 
rariant game and map with each issue. Subs 
*e $4.00 with single copies 91.25 each. 

PANZERBLITZ BOOKLETS 

After hundreds of requests for ~t, we've 
finally published the best of the GENERAL'S 
many artlcles on PANZERBLITZ-conventional 
wargaming's all time best seller. Entitled 
"Wargamer's Guide to PANZERBLITZ", it 
initiatesand may very well end the"Best of the 
GENERAL" series as no other game has been 
the target of a comparable volume of literary 
attention. 

The 36 pp. manual resemblesvery much an 
Issue of the GENERAL except that it 1s devoted 
100% to PANZERBLITZ. The articles aretaken 
almost exclusively from back Issues, dating as 
far back as 1971. In addition, two never before 
published art~cles appear; Robert Harmon's 
"Commanders Notebook" which analyzes the 
origrnal 12 scenarios, plus Phil Kosnett's 
"Ch0pperbJitz"'-a hypothetical variant utiliz- 
Ing helicopters with six new scenarios. 

Reprints Include Larry McAneny's 'The 
Pieces of PanzerblitzW-voted the best artacle 
ever to appear in  the GENERAL, "Beyond 
Situation 13"-twelve additional scenarios by 
Robert Harmon; "Parablitz"; "Panzernacht"; 
"Blind Panzerblitz"; "Situation 13"; "Champi- 
onship Situattons"; "Panzerblitr Conceal- 
ment"; and '"Incremental Panzerblitr." Top- 
ping it all off IS a complete listing of all errata 
on the game published to date where the 
Opponents Wanted Page once ruled supreme. 

The Wargamer's Guide to PANZERBLITZ 
sells for $3.00 plus 50C postage and handling 
charges from the Avalon Hill Game Company, 
4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore, MD 21214. 
Maryland residents add 4% state sales tax. 

neao what others have nad to say about DIPLOMACY- 

" . . . Surely the greatest indoor board game invented this century." 
. . . GAMES & PUZZLES. Dec. 1973, p. 16 

"The Kennedys are said to play it at the White House and I understand the Western Alliance is 
demanding early assurances that Jack sometimes wins." 

. . . Angus McGill, London EVENING STANDARD, March 20. 1963 

'They play ~t In the White House. In fact, it'sthe rage rnAmerica.And, at Cambridge,the Dean 
of Trinity College, John Gallagher, is an expert. In acclmiastical circles, the Bishop of Woolwich 
knows all about it . . . IT7 The game called DIPLOMACY." 

. . . Greville, London DAILY MAIL Nov., 1972 

For the past 15 yearsDIPf OMACY, a strategy 
game of diplomatic and military conflict In pre- 
WWI Europe, has enjoyed an ever increasing 
popularity despite a lack of widespread distribu- 
tion. Practically the only game in existence to 
attract a following entirely it's own, DIPLOMA- 
CY offers a fascinating game system devoid of 
luck elements of any kind. 

For years, DIPLOMACY has been considered 
the third branch of wargaming in and d itself 
[conventional board wargames and miniatures 
belng the other two). L~teraliy dozens of fan 
magazines are published about this game as a 
forum far postal play. Such postal gamesare not 
only accompanied by colorful and often humor- 
ous "press releases" by the respective powers, 
but are also permanently recorded by an official 
whose duty it is to log every postal game ever 
played. Over 100 varlants of the game have been 
published in various DIPLOMACY journals. No 
wargame short of chess itself has ever been the 
subject of such prolonged scrutiny. 

DlPLOMACY is best played by 7 players 
though as few as 2 may play. Each player 
represents one of the great powers of Europe in  
the years just prior to W I '  England. Russia, 
Turkey. Austm-Hungary, Italy and France. Atrhe 
start of the game, the players draw lots to 
determine which power each will represent. 
This is the only element of chance in the game. 

Each turn represents 6 months of real time. 
Players can increase the size of their forces by 
building new acmies and fleets during every 

"fall" move. However, to burld a new unit you 
must have gamed a supply center. There are 
only 34 of these on the board, possession of 
which are hotly contested. Powers losing control 
of their supply centers are reduced in size and 
eventually forced from thegame until one player 
manages to gain control of 18 centers, and 
therefore a majority, and wins. 

Secret orders are written by the players for 
both movement and the concentration of fleets 
and the raislng of armles w ~ t h  which they try to 
enforce the alliances they exactfrom each other. 
For no agreement In DIPLOMACY rs sacred- 
they can be broken with no more penalty than 
the likelihood of insurtng the "stabbed"player's 
distrust and enrnrty for the balance of that and 
possibly future games. The rules do not bind a 
player to anything he says, decid~ng whom to 
trust as s~tuations arise is part of the game. 
PIayers are generally constantly engaged in 
negotiation with friend and foe alike, for thrs 
turn's ally may well be next year's enemy. The 
winner must command the best marrrage of 
tactical knowledge of maneuvers, deceit and 
cunning, and an intuitive sense of when to form 
and break alliances. 

DIPLOMACY comes complete with a full- 
color, mounted mapboard of early 20th century 
Europe, 7 conference maps, rules and 7 
separate sets of colored wooden ptayrng preces 
(oblong for fleets, square for armies). The game 
is available by mail from Avalon Hlli for $1 1 .00 
plus the usual postage charges. 



NEW GAMES AND THINGS 
WAR AT SEA 

WAR AT SEA IS the second Jedco game to 
come under the Avalon H~ l l  banner. As was the 
case w ~ t h  John Edwards' RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
we scoffed long and loud until we played it. The 
laughs were soon replaced by serious concen- 
tration however as we became engrossed in 
game after game of t h ~ s  fast paced classic. 
Purchasers of Edwards' RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 
will attest to his ability to make exciting games 
and WAR AT SEA IS no exception. 

WAR AT SEA is an area movement game 
which s~mulates the European naval theatre of 
operations in WWII. Possibilities for historic 
encounters such as the Battle of Denmark Strart 
(Bismarck Pfinz Eugen vs. Hood, Prince of 
Wales) abound along with chances for infinite 
other encounters wh~ch fate previously decreed 
would never take place. The game assumes a 
bolder stance by the Axis powers in asserting 
themselves at sea and follows through by 
making the Graf Zeppelin (a never completed 
a~rcreft carrier) avarlable to the Germans 
m~dway through the game. The result is some 
h~ghly Interesting match-ups and exciting, fast- 
paced play. 

The game has e~ght turns, each representvng 
approximately 6 months of real tlrne. At the 
outset of each turn the Sr~tish player allocates 
hisforce of 47 capital ships to patrol In any of five 
sea areas (Noah Sea, N Atlantic, S. Atlant~c, 
Barents Sea and the Mediterranean). The Axis 
player. upon seeing the Allfed dispositions, 
decides where to attempt to place h ~ s  forces. 
After placement and resolutton of any U-boat, 
air, or surface combat Points Of Control are 
awarded to the players for control of given sea 
areas. 

The Allied fleet, wh~ le  rnuch larger and 
stronger, must spread Itself thrn to attempt to 
protect as many shipping lanes as possible, and 
by doing so it glves the Axis forces an opportunl- 
ty to win limited victor~es In ~solated portions of 
the sea. For example, if the British make a strong 
Mediterranean cornm~ttment the Italian fleet 
w ~ l l  probably stay in port, butthe Germansmay 
mass for a malor battle In the North Sea to break 
the Brit~sh blockade. If too rnuch force is 
committed to the blockade toosoon, raiders may 
wreak havoc in the North & South Atlantic. Yet, 
~f the Barents Sea IS not heavily patrolled, the 
Germans may sortle and destroy a vital convoy. 
And so it goes . . a continuousser~es of checks 
and balances which keeps the partictpants on 
the edge of their chair from start to fin~sh. 

Although WAR ATSEA util~zes a s~mple area 
movement system, ship speed, firepower, and 
armor protection all play significant roles. The 
faster a ship the better its chances of running a 
blockade, breaklng off a losing battle, or 
pursuing a flee~ng enemy S~milarly, firepower 
and armor ratings affect a ship's abil~ty to dish 
out and take punrshment. Carriers pose a 
powerful deterrent to any adventurous h i s  
surface force, and together with the ASW 
elements of convoys prov~de a lethal strike force 
against the U-boat menace. 

U-boats are the proverb~al 'ace up the sleeve' 
of the AXIS player. Unaffected by blockade 
attempts, U-boats are freeto stalk as they please 
in any sea area and remain a thorn in the Allied 
side throughout the game. Land-based a1r also 
plays an Important role wkth the Luftwaffe 
staging cruc~al attacks on the Murrnansk 
convoys from Norwegian bases while reigning 
supreme over the Balt~c and launching nulsance 

ra~ds aga~nst Malta and Len~ngrad. The RAF is 
used chiefly for bombing Axis ships in port but is 
usually present when the action heats up tn the 
Mediterranean. 

As the game progresses, Britain relies 
heavily on the token Russian Baltic fleet to 
create diversions in that theatre. Equally import- 
ant is the opening of a port in the far North to 
recelve vital convoys and repair Allied ships 
damaged on the Murmansk run. American 
participation is lirn~ted to token support In the N. 
Atlant~c and strong port reparr facilities. 

WAR AT SEA is not a new step forward in 
realistic naval warfare s~rnulation dependent on 
a maze of charts and sophisticated rules. Indeed, 
WAR AT SEA doesnVt even have a CRT. It is  an 
extremely simple and enjoyable game system 
which is best described as good, old fashioned 
fun. Those who are intosimulatrongameswith a 
sole emphasis on realistic s~mulation should let 
WAR AT SEA pass them by. On the other hand, 

King Gemp V bl Graf Zeppdin b] 

those who still enfoy a good, s~mple, and 
cornpet~tive game can't afford to let this oneget 
away. 

WAR AT SEA is a great dev~ce for winding 
down after your alp night THIRD REICH game, 
breaking the new fellow i n t ~  wargames, or 
showing the wife that she too can have fun 
play~ng wargames. The game is one of those fsw 
wrth the balance of skill and luck factors which 
enable a novlce to beat an expert-even though 
the odds are against it. 

WARATSEA IS rated Introductory I on the AH 
Complexity Scale w ~ t h  an average playing time 
of 1 hour. It comes boxed with a 4 pp illustrated 
rulebook, 14"xZZ" full color mapboards, and 
140 unit counters. Those who bought the 
imported Jedco version shelled out SF 2.00 on 
the strength of ~ t s  strong showing in initial 
gaming revlews. It will cost YOU onlyS5.00 plus 
the usual postage charges for the improved 
Avalon Hill version. 

Ark Royd bl 



NEW GAMES AND THINGS 
CAESAR 

I 
The Epic Battle of Alesia 

It is rare that a game can come back to the 
I marketplace after a six year absence-even an 
l' "amateur" game. But such is the case with Dr. - Robert Bradley's ALESIA which is now available 

In its first professional printing. Back in 1970 
'I Bradley produced 200 crude, mimeographed 1 copies and sold them immad~ately by hitting the 

summer convention tour. Bradley, an archeolo- 
gist, then disappeared from the wargaming 
scene to continue his doctoral thesis but word- 

F of-mouth advertising and a few stray copies 
which prompted rave reviews in such hobby 
journals as S&T had created a l a r g ~  demand for 
the then unavailable game. No more was heard 
of ALESIA until 1973 when a new company, 
Thesis Games, announced that it would head a e lrst of five new titles they would soon offer. 
"Soon" never mater~alazed and three years later 
Thesis still had 150 orders for ALESIA from 
garners who refused refunds-they'd wait for 
the game no matter how long ittoakl Avalon Hill, 
wh~ch had fruitlessly pursued the rights to this 
game for four years, was f~naHy able to purchase 
the game from Thesis last fall. Bradley and Don 
Greenwood have spent the past 9 months 
refining and updating the design techniques of 
the orig~nal game and are now pleased to 

' 
announce that those 150 diehards will soon be - getting their copies in the mail and ALESlA (now 
CAESAR) is once again available to the public. 

CAESAR is set in  51 B.C. during the Gallic 
Wars. Caesar had fought a series of indecisive 
battles with the Gauls under Vercingetorix, who 
although .outnumbering the Romans 2-1 had 
gotten the worse of the exchanges. Vercingetor- 
ix decided to take refuge rn the city of Ales~a and 
sent his cavalry out of the city to raise a relieving 
force from the rest of Gaul. Caesar, refusing to 
artack a fortifled city, invested Alesia and 
prepared for a srege by erecting 25 miles of 
fortifications around the town-facing In both 

. directions1 Thus when the relieving force 
arrived, a quarter of a million strong, Caesar 
found himself outnumbered 6-1 and manning 
the walls of a tactical "doughnut". Faced by an 
expanding inner ring of 100,000 moved to 
fanaticism by near starvation and a contractrng 
outer rlng of 250,000 determined Gauls, Caesar 
was in the worstroficeivable battle position.The 
two day battle which followed was among the 

one overwhelming attack or stage several feints 
to draw a Roman reaction before committing his 
main force. Thus outnumbered and forced to 
defend all avenues of approach, the Roman has 
only his fortifications and the discipline of the 
Roman Ieg~on to save the day. 

CAESAR is one of the few conventional 
wargames which has arrangements for, and 
plays equally well with, 2, 3, or 4 players In 
addition to being quite a challeng~ng solitaire 
proposition. 

CAESAR comes boxed with a full color, 
28"x33" mapboard and 400 unit counters. 
Rated Intermediate II on the Avalon Hill Com- 
plexity Scale, CAESAR has an average playing 
time of 4-5 hours. Due to the great expense of 
this large and unusually shaped board, CAESAR 
sellsfor 81 2.00 plus the usual postage charges. 
Maryland residents add 4% State Sales Tax. 

mast desperate and gory of recorded history. It is 
a game of siege and assault which defies belief 

- and is not to be missed by anyone-be he an 
admirer or detractor of the ancient period. 

The game is split into two Assault Periods of 
12 turns each representing the two days of the 

SUMMER SPECIAL ORDER FORM 
battfe. The Roman defends hEs system of 

........................................ ramparts and fortifications with ten legions STARSHIP TROOPERS $10 
represented by 100 cohort counters plus 52 WARATSEA ................................................. $ 5  - auxiliary units representing Germanic cavalry, ............................... 
Balear~c slingers, Numidran archers and Light ............................... 

= Infantry. Twenty-three forts provide missile 
engines to further augment the Roman de- 
fenses. Roman leader units havespecial combat 
capabilities which can save the day in crucial 
battles. 

The Gallic player has 21 9 combat unitseach 
representing roughly 1 600 men. The main 
Gall~c advantage is off-board movement. The 
Roman, not knowing exactly where the main 

, Gallic effort will come, must defend hrs entire 
-. perimeter while the Gaul may concentrate for 



NEW 
STARSHIP 
TROOPERS 

21 56 A.D. . . . and mankind comes face to face 
with an ~ncred~ble, implacable enemy: the 
~nteiligent hive-spiders of Klendathu-the Bugs! 
Earth citles go up in smoke, and from Earth to 
Kiendathu the batties rage, Bug warrrors against 
the Starship Troopers! 

Th~s is the scene for Robert tleinlein's 
Starship Troopers, one of the all-trme classics of 
Science Fiction-and now Avalon Hill has based 
a game on this classic story of conquest on allen 
worlds The Starsh~p Troopers strike from space 
w ~ t h  telspathcc "Spectal Talents," nuclear 
weapons and power-su~ted soldiers against the 
subterranean hives and rnachinesof the Bugs in 
Robert HeinleinTs STA RSHEP TROOPERS. 

STARSHIP TROOPERS recaptures the spirit 
and flair of the book, wtth each scenario 
recreating one of the battles that dot the way to 
the final climax-the invasion of Klendathu. All 
of the battles of the book are here, along with 
more battles that are only ment~oned In the 
book-Raid on the Skinnias, Operation Bug- 
house, Sheol, Operation Royalty, and the 
Invasion of Klendathu, among others. The game 
uses programmed instruction to add weaponry 
and rules as the player moves from game to 
game-the Bugs appear, moving in their under- 
ground passages and suddenly erupting onto 
the surface to blast the human Mobile Infantry Finally, the rulebook has been filled with Hetnlein, voted the first "Grand Master" of 
away, while the Moblle Infantry counter with d~agramsand rllustrations and photographs,full Science Fiction, has done more than just lend 
Increasing numbers of special weapons-spider of information and showing the nature of the h ~ s  name to the game. After authenticating the 
gas, nuclear weapons, engineer teams with units In the game. Wave you ever seen a Bug work he wrote the introduct~on whrch adorns 
speclal demolrtions, and better weaponry for the Brain, or the layout of the Starship Rodger the game box itself. STARSHIP TROOPERSsells 
Mobile Infantry troopers themselves-and Young? All are here, as described in the book. for $10 plus the usual postage charges. Mary- 
"Special Talents", humans with spec~al ESP land residents add 4% state sales tax. 
powers to seek and find the Bug colonies, 

The unit counters represent ~ndividwal I 

Mobile lnfantry troopers and small groups of 
Bugs, Skrnnres (another alien race), and human 
engineers. Spec~al weapons and technology are 
represented-heavy beam weapons, moblle 
rn~ss~le launchers, sensors and retrieval boats 
are among the counters that must be dealtwith. 
There are rules for gas attacks, radiation, 
underground tunnelling and extra-sensory 
perception. Victory Gond~trons change from 
scenarjo ta scenario, varying with the orders 
given to the Starship Troopers-raid the wawer- 
ing enemy Skinnies, or make a beachhead on a 
Bug world. 

"Realistic" m~ght not bethe rightword to use 
in  describrng a Science Fiction book and game, 
but STARSHIP TROOPERS has been carefully 
designed to recreate the scope and "feel" of the 
book. The colorful and picturesque counters and 
rnapboard are dramatic and pleasing to look at, 
and the rules have been designed to recapture 
the drarnat~c actlons described in the book, 
whether landing from space or moving through 
the underground tunnels. In addition, the game 
extends and fills out the details of the conflict, 
adding weaponry and battles that are only 
hinted at In the book. 

STARSHIP TROOPERS is a new drrection in 
boardgames-? game that is a simulation and 
an extension of a popular science fiction novel. 
In the midst of the rising nat~onal rnterest in 
science flct~on and sciencefict~on games, it has 
been carefully designed for the enjoyment of 
both sclence ftction fans and garners-and ~t 
should be espectally enjoyable to everyone who 
has read and enloyed Robert He~nleln's classic 
STA RSHlP TROOPERS. 

& 

COMPARTMENTTRAYS 

At last! The long suffered problem of unit trays another perfect fit is arranged for the flat 
counter storage for Avalon Hill games IS box games-this time with 32 compartments 
solved. The Avalon Hill compartment tray fits and 5 dice depressions. 
snugly Into the bottom of the bookcase style 
box. A clean plastic cover fits over the mold to These trays are available by mail order only 
prevent counter leakage. Each tray has sixteen direct from Avalon HiPI. They will not be 
?Vi"x2'/a'' compartments %"deep which will Included In new game releases in eithsr the 
accommodate up to 403 unit counters and 4 retail or mail order line. The trays are available 
d~ce. only ~n sets of 3 and sell for $3.25 per set plus 

75C postage charges. Postage coupons cannot 
The tray IS also usable in the flat box be ut~llzed to order compartment trays. Mary- 

games. By cutting off with a pair of ordinary land residents please add 4% state sales Tax. 
sclssors three of the four side panels of two 




